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ABSTRACT

We present results from an extensive set of one- and two-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamic simulations of the
supernova core-collapse, bounce, and postbounce phases and focus on the proto–neutron star (PNS) spin periods and
rotational profiles as a function of initial iron core angular velocity, degree of differential rotation, and progenitor
mass. For the models considered, we find a roughly linear mapping between initial iron core rotation rate and PNS
spin. The results indicate that the magnitude of the precollapse iron core angular velocities is the single most
important factor in determining the PNS spin. Differences in progenitor mass and degree of differential rotation lead
only to small variations in the PNS rotational period and profile. Based on our calculated PNS spins at�200–300 ms
after bounce and assuming angular momentum conservation, we estimate final neutron star rotation periods. We find
periods of 1 ms and shorter for initial central iron core periods of P10 s. This is appreciably shorter than what pre-
vious studies have predicted and is in disagreement with current observational data from pulsar astronomy. After
considering possible spin-down mechanisms that could lead to longer periods, we conclude that there is no mech-
anism that can robustly spin down a neutron star from�1ms periods to the ‘‘injection’’ periods of tens to hundreds of
milliseconds observed for young pulsars. Our results indicate that, given current knowledge of the limitations of
neutron star spin-down mechanisms, precollapse iron cores must rotate with periods of around 50–100 s to form
neutron stars with periods generically near those inferred for the radio pulsar population.

Subject headings: hydrodynamics — neutrinos — pulsars: general — radiative transfer — stars: evolution —
stars: neutron — stars: rotation — supernovae: general

1. INTRODUCTION

Neutron stars are formed in the core collapse of dying massive
stars or (rarely) in the accretion-induced collapse (AIC) of O-Ne-
Mg white dwarfs in binary systems. In both types of collapse
events, an electron-degenerate core is pushed over its effective
Chandrasekhar mass. The collapse is halted only when the core
density reaches�2 ; 1014 g cm�3 and nuclei undergo a phase tran-
sition to free nucleons. The equation of state (EOS) abruptly stiff-
ens at that point, and the core bounces, launching a hydrodynamic
shockwave into the supersonically infalling outer core and leaving
behind a hot and extended proto–neutron star (PNS). The bounce
shock stalls almost immediately and turns into an accretion shock
due to a combination of neutrino losses, the ram pressure of the in-
falling mantle, and the dissociation of heavy nuclei into neutrons,
protons, and �-particles. The subsequent evolution of the system
to a potentially successful supernova explosion has been under de-
tailed investigation for many decades now. The favored ‘‘delayed
neutrino mechanism’’ (Bethe & Wilson 1985) relies on shock
revival due to sufficient energy deposition by neutrinos in the so-
called gain region behind the stalled shock. However, using nu-
merical simulations that incorporate Boltzmann neutrino transfer
and the best available physics, a number of groups have shown
that this mechanism does not succeed in spherical symmetry
(Liebendörfer et al. 2001; Mezzacappa et al. 2001; Rampp &

Janka 2002; Thompson et al. 2003). In spherical symmetry, the
bounce shock is not revived, although an increase of only�25% in
the net energy deposition (all else being equal) would be sufficient
to drive a successful explosion (Thompson et al. 2005). However,
recent two-dimensional simulations (Herant et al. 1994; Burrows
et al. 1995; Fryer & Heger 2000; Buras et al. 2003; Janka et al.
2003; Walder et al. 2005) and the first three-dimensional simula-
tions (Fryer&Warren 2004; Janka et al. 2005) indicate that indeed
multidimensional phenomena, such as postbounce convection and
rotation, might lead to the conditions needed for a successful ex-
plosion. In the same context, Thompson et al. (2005) performed
simulations in spherical symmetry, including a one-dimensional
prescription for rotation, angularmomentum transport, and viscous
heating. A number of their more rapidly rotating models exploded
due to the additional energy deposited behind the stalled shock by
viscous dissipation.
It is, however, possible that only stars of masses less than

�25–30M� explode as supernovae, leaving neutron stars (Fryer
1999;Heger et al. 2003). The fate ofmoremassive progenitor stars
is more uncertain and may be associated with underenergetic
supernovae (Nomoto et al. 2005), hypernovae, gamma-ray bursts
(GRBs), and/or black hole formation (Fryer 1999; Fryer &
Kalogera 2001; Heger et al. 2003). If shock revival and a strong
supernova explosion result, no critical amount of mass is accreted
onto the PNS. The PNS cools and contracts quasi-hydrostatically
to its final radius of �10–15 kmon a timescale of tens of seconds,
radiating away�3 ; 1053 ergs in neutrinos (Burrows & Lattimer
1986; Keil & Janka 1995; Pons et al. 1999).

Long after the supernova explosion, the still-young neutron
star becomes visible to observers, possibly as a canonical rotation-
powered radio pulsar (Kaspi & Helfand 2002). Observationally,
it is often difficult to directly associate pulsars with supernova
remnants (SNRs). This is partly due to the difference between the
lifetimes of a typical pulsar (106–107yr) and an SNR (104–105 yr;
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Lyne & Graham-Smith 1998). In addition, pulsars have observed
average space velocities of 200–500 km s�1 (Lyne & Lorimer
1994), most probably imparted to them during the supernova.
These ‘‘pulsar kicks’’ may be a strong indication of the multidi-
mensional nature of the supernovamechanism (Burrows&Hayes
1996; Lai et al. 2001; Fryer 2004; Scheck et al. 2004).

Observations of radio pulsars imply that the initial rotation
rate of neutron stars is in the vicinity of tens to hundreds of milli-
seconds (Kaspi & Helfand 2002). The fastest known young pul-
sar is PSR J0537�6910, which is associated with SNR N157B
and has a spin period of 16 ms and an age of �5 kyr. If one as-
sumes a pulsar breaking index n less than or equal to 2,5 an initial
pulsar periodP10 ms is obtained (Marshall et al. 1998). For the
Crab pulsar (PSR B0531+21, P ¼ 33 ms), n has been measured,
and because the year of the Crab’s birth is known independently
(AD 1054), a solid initial-spin determination of Pinitial ¼ 19 ms
has been made (Kaspi & Helfand 2002).

The empirically determined initial spin periods of pulsars
have to be matched to the theoretical models of stellar evolution,
core collapse, supernova explosion, and neutron star cooling.
Massive stars are suspected to rotate rigidly and rapidly during
hydrogen burning on the main sequence. Their equatorial veloc-
ities are typically �200 km s�1, which corresponds to �10% of
their Keplerian breakup speed (Fukuda 1982). Since there is no
detailed empirical knowledge of the evolution of the angular mo-
mentum distribution inside an evolving star and because consis-
tent multidimensional stellar evolutionary calculations have yet to
be performed, stellar evolution theorists must rely on parameter-
dependent, semiphenomenological prescriptions to follow the an-
gular momentum evolution of massive stars in their spherically
symmetric models. Heger et al. (2000) have presented the first ro-
tating presupernova stellarmodels that included a one-dimensional
prescription for angular momentum transport and centrifugal ef-
fects (the latter only up to the end of core carbon burning). These
authors estimated the neutron star spin rate by assuming that the
total angular momentum contained in the precollapse iron core is
conserved during collapse and supernova phases and is deposited
completely in a rigidly rotating neutron star of radius and moment
of inertia (I ) of�12 km and 0:35MNSR

2
NS, respectively (Lattimer

& Prakash 2001). In this simpleway, they estimated an initial neu-
tron star period of�1 ms for their fiducial 20M� (zero-age main-
sequence [ZAMS]) stellar model. Given the observational data,
this initial period is at least a factor of 10 too short for the generic
pulsar. Processes that could lead to an early spin-down of a young
(proto–)neutron star include angular momentum redistribution by
global hydrodynamic rotational instabilities (Centrella et al. 2001;
Ott et al. 2005); r-modes and gravitational radiation back-reaction
(Ho& Lai 2000; Lindblom et al. 2001; Watts & Andersson 2002;
Arras et al. 2003); rotation-powered explosions (Akiyama et al.
2003; Akiyama & Wheeler 2005); viscous angular momentum
transport due to convection, neutrino viscosity, or dissipation of
shear energy stored in differential rotation (Thompson et al. 2005);
magnetocentrifugal winds (Thompson 2003; Thompson et al.
2004); early magnetic-dipole radiation (Ostriker & Gunn 1969);
late-time fallback (Heger et al. 2005); and anisotropic neutrino
emission (Janka 2004).

It is also possible that slowly spinning cores are the natu-
ral end product of stellar evolution. Spruit & Phinney (1998) in-
cluded angular momentum transport via magnetic processes that
yielded such large neutron star periods (P � 100 s) that the au-
thors had to rely on subsequent spin-up by off-center birth kicks

to obtain spin periods matching the observations. With a similar
approach for magnetic angular momentum transport during stel-
lar evolution and the simple neutron star spin estimate described
above, Heger et al. (2004, 2005) obtained neutron star periods of
�10 ms. However, given the differences in estimated iron core
spin rates and angular momentum profiles in the literature and
keeping inmind that the study of stellar evolutionwith rotation is
still in its infancy, one should be cautious in accepting any of the
recent estimates as a final answer. Too many open issues remain
and can only be resolved by truly multidimensional stellar evo-
lution studies in the future. Until then, rotating one-dimensional
evolutionary models are the only means we have of estimating
the angular momentum distribution and spin rate of iron cores at
the onset of core collapse. During the subsequent collapse evo-
lution, the core spins up due to angular momentum conservation
and—depending on its initial distribution and amount of angular
momentum—becomes oblate due to rotational flattening. If the
rotating core deviates significantly from spherical symmetry, a
multidimensional treatment becomes indispensable to obtain re-
liable estimates of neutron star birth periods.

To date, only a small number of multidimensional supernova
studies have addressed the neutron star spin question. Fryer &
Heger (2000) performed smoothed particle hydrodynamics sim-
ulations with a gray, flux-limited diffusion scheme for radiative
transfer of the neutrinos. They used the rotating progenitor model
E15B of Heger et al. (2000) and estimated an initial spin period of
the PNS (at the end of their simulation and assuming rigid rota-
tion) on the order of 100 ms. It is, however, not clear how they
defined the extent of the PNS. Taking the angular momentum
contained in their PNS and following Heger et al. (2000), they
obtained a neutron star spin period of�2ms, even for a progenitor
model that included an �-disk–like prescription for turbulent-
viscous angular momentum redistribution. In their recent gray,
three-dimensional smoothed particle radiation-hydrodynamics cal-
culation, Fryer & Warren (2004) estimated neutron star spin pe-
riods by assuming that the angularmomentumof the inner 1M� is
conserved as the PNS cools and contracts to a neutron star. For
model E15A (Heger et al. 2000), they estimated in that way a neu-
tron star period of 0.91 ms, and for the slow ‘‘magnetic’’ 15 M�
model of Heger et al. (2004) they estimated a period of 17ms. Ott
et al. (2004) have performed purely hydrodynamic simulations
with a detailed nuclear EOS and realistic progenitor models and
focused on the effect of rotation on the gravitational wave signa-
tures of stellar core collapse. They argue that if gravitational waves
of a core-collapse event were observed with sufficient precision, it
would be possible to infer details about the rotational configuration
from the observations.

Using the code VULCAN/2D,Walder et al. (2005) performed
a series of two-dimensionalmultigroup, multispecies, flux-limited
diffusion radiation-hydrodynamics supernova simulationswith the
11M� (ZAMS) progenitor model of Woosley & Weaver (1995),
which they artificially forced to rotate according to a rotation law
that enforces constant angular velocity on cylindrical shells. Their
focus was on the anisotropies in the neutrino radiation field and in
neutrino heating due to the rotational flattening of the postbounce
core, and they did not systematically analyze the final rotational
configuration of their PNSs. In their one-dimensional supernova
simulations, Thompson et al. (2005) included the effects of rota-
tion approximately, and they studied the action of viscous pro-
cesses in dissipating the strong rotational shear profile produced
by core collapse in a range of progenitors and for different initial
iron core periods. They showed that for rapidly rotating cores
with postbounce periods of P4 ms, viscosity (presumably by
magnetic torques, e.g., the magnetorotational instability [MRI] or

5 A breaking index of 3 holds for pure magnetic dipole radiation, and n <
2 3 is common for young pulsars (Lyne & Graham-Smith 1998).
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magnetoconvection) can spin down the rapidly rotating PNSs by a
factor of �2–3 in the early postbounce epoch.

This paper is the first in a series of papers in which we plan to
make progressively better estimates of neutron star birth periods
and rotational configurations, connecting supernova theory with
pulsar science. Here we present the first systematic investigation
of the mapping between initial iron core spin and the rotational
configuration of neutron stars at birth carried out with state-
of-the-art one- and two-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamics
codes. We include in our model suite the nonrotating 11, 15, and
20 M� progenitor models of Woosley & Weaver (1995), the ro-
tating 15 and 20 M� progenitors of Heger et al. (2000), and the
recent 15 M� rotating progenitor of Heger et al. (2005) that has
been evolved with angular momentum redistribution by magnetic
fields. We systematically investigate the dependence of the PNS
spin on progenitor mass and structure and compare the PNS rota-
tional configurations resulting from the nonrotating progenitors,
which we force to rotate according to a prescribed rotation law,
with those resulting from models that have been evolved with a
one-dimensional treatment of rotation.

In x 2, we describe the supernova codes SESAME and
VULCAN/2D that we employ in this study. Section 3 reviews
the progenitor model suite onwhich we are relying and discusses
the rotation laws andmappings used. Section 4 describes our cal-
culations in one and two spatial dimensions. In x 5, we compare
one- and two-dimensional simulations and assess the quality of
the rotating one-dimensional models. In x 6, based on the PNS
structures that we find in our simulations, we estimate the final
cold neutron star spin and discuss spin-down mechanisms. Fi-
nally, in x 7we summarize our results and discuss them critically.

2. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

2.1. One-Dimensional, Spherically Symmetric Simulations

Our spherically symmetric models are computed with the
radiation-hydrodynamics algorithm SESAME,6 described in de-
tail in Burrows et al. (2000) and Thompson et al. (2003). The hy-
drodynamics scheme is Lagrangean, Newtonian, and explicit. It
is coupled to the EOS of Lattimer & Swesty (1991; the LSEOS)
using the implementation described in Thompson et al. (2003).
The comoving Boltzmann equation for neutrinos is solved im-
plicitly and to order v/c (where v is the matter velocity).

Thompson et al. (2005) have extended SESAME to approx-
imately include the effects of rotation, as well as angular momen-
tum transport by viscosity and local viscous heating. The strong
negative shear profile (d�/d ln r) generated by core collapse im-
plies that much of the region interior to the supernova shock is
unstable by the generalized Solberg-Høiland criterion and thus
to the MRI (Balbus & Hawley 1991, 1994; see also Akiyama
et al. 2003). Under the assumption that magnetic torques provide
the dominant viscosity in the PNS, by equating the shear and
Maxwell stresses, one derives that the shear viscosity should
scale as � � h2�, where h is the pressure scale height. Following
Thompson et al. (2005), we introduce an �-parameter (by anal-
ogywith studies of accretion) and take � ¼ �h2�.With this form
for the viscosity, the viscous heating rate scales as �3. The vis-
cous timescale is �visc � (��)�1(r/h)2. If the MRI does operate
in PNSs at birth, any seed magnetic field grows exponentially
on a timescale of ���1. Although the saturation magnetic field
strength is somewhat uncertain, to first approximation the toroi-
dal magnetic field grows until Bsat;� � (4��)1/2r�, which is on

the order of�1016 G for � ¼ 1012 g cm�3, r � 40 km, and a PNS
spin period of �10 ms just after collapse (Akiyama et al. 2003).
The poloidal magnetic energy density saturates at a value ap-
proximately an order of magnitude smaller than B2

sat;�/8� (e.g.,
Balbus & Hawley 1998).
All rotating one-dimensional models (:1D suffix in the model

name) are evolved with 500 mass zones, encompassing the pro-
genitor iron core. Twenty energy groups are employed in the rad-
iation transport per neutrino species.Models that include viscosity
have a ‘‘v’’ added to their model name (see Table 1). All viscous
models assume � ¼ 0:1. Viscosity is turned on at bounce and is
assumed to act at all radii interior to the shock radius.

2.2. Two-Dimensional, Axisymmetric Simulations

Our axisymmetric core-collapse supernova models are evolved
using the two-dimensional, Newtonian, multispecies, multigroup,
flux-limited diffusion (MGFLD) variant of the multispecies, multi-
group, multiangle, time-dependent radiation-hydrodynamics code
VULCAN/2D (Livne et al. 2004). This variant was previously
used and described in the study byWalder et al. (2005). Its hydro-
dynamics module (Livne 1993) uses an arbitrary Lagrangean-
Eulerian schemewith remap and a scalar vonNeumann-Richtmyer
artificial-viscosity scheme for shock handling. We employ the
LSEOS, using the implementation described by Thompson et al.
(2003).
Since VULCAN/2D uses an Eulerian grid, the specific angu-

lar momentum is advected with the flow in the same manner as
linear momentum components. In so doing, we maintain global
angular momentum conservation by construction. Note that the
axis in cylindrical coordinates is a singularity and, as such, is
prone to slightly larger errors than can be expected elsewhere on
the grid. However, the actual volume of the cells nearest the axis
is very small, and the errors do not affect the overall flow. In the
past (Walder et al. 2005), we have estimated such departures
near the singularity for rotatingmodels to be nomore than�10%
in any flow variable and to be much smaller elsewhere.
Using the MGFLD variant of VULCAN/2D allows us to per-

form an extensive study that encompasses the evolution of many
rotating models to times up to�300 ms after core bounce. How-
ever, one should bear in mind that MGFLD is only an approx-
imation to full Boltzmann transport and that differences with the
more exact treatment will emerge in the neutrino semitransparent
and transparent regimes above the PNS surface. Inside the neu-
trinosphere of the PNS, the two-dimensional MGFLD approach
provides a very reasonable representation of the multispecies,
multigroup neutrino radiation fields. The flux limiter used in this
study is a vector version of that of Bruenn (1985), as discussed
in Walder et al. (2005). In the current version of VULCAN/2D,
we leave out velocity terms, such as Doppler shifts, but include
advection in the transport sector. Such velocity terms are deemed
to be of relative importance by the Garching group, who find
neutrino-driven explosions when turning them off (Rampp &
Janka 2002; Buras et al. 2003, 2006). Note, however, that veloc-
ity terms in Eulerian transport are different from the correspond-
ing terms in the comoving frame and that statements about their
relative importance are very frame-dependent. We also do not
include energy redistribution by neutrino electron scattering that
may affect the size of the homologous core at bounce by �10%
but is otherwise quite subdominant.
A key feature of VULCAN/2D is its ability to deal with arbi-

trarily shaped grids while using cylindrical coordinates in axi-
symmetry. The grid setup we use for this study is similar to the
one depicted in Ott et al. (2004). All our models are evolved on
the full 180

�
of the symmetry domain. Those models from the

6 Spherical Explicit / Implicit Supernova Algorithm for Multigroup/Multiangle
Explosion Simulations.
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simulations of Walder et al. (2005) are evolved with 80 evenly
spaced angular zones and 130 logarithmically distributed ra-
dial zones out to 2000 km. All Walder et al. (2005) models are
evolved with eight neutrino energy groups for each neutrino spe-
cies. Our previously unpublished models are evolved without
exception with 16 energy groups per neutrino species and 120
angular and 220 radial zones out to 3000 km or, for very massive
presupernova cores (namely, models s20, E15A, and E20A; see
x 3), 5000 km. We have performed a resolution comparison sim-

ulation with two-thirds of the angular and radial zones for a rap-
idly rotating model and find that, despite local qualitative and
quantitative differences in the flow, integral and global observ-
ables, such as the moment-of-inertia–weighted mean period (see
x 4), remain practically unchanged, at least at times up to�150–
200 ms after bounce. At the resolution we use in this study,
VULCAN/2Dconserves energy to better than�0.7%near bounce
and to�0.4% on average in terms of�E/Egrav. At the end of the
simulation, �E/Egrav is �0.2%.

TABLE 1

Initial Models

Progenitor

ZAMS Mass

(M�)

RFe

(108 cm)

MFe

(M�) Model Name Evolution Type

A

(km)

�0

(rad s�1)

P0

(s)

s11 ................................ 11 1.35 1.32 s11A1000P1.25:1Da SESAME 1000 5.03 1.25

s11A1000P2.00:1Da SESAME 1000 3.14 2.00

s11A1000P2.34:1D SESAME 1000 2.68 2.34

s11A1000P3.00:1Da SESAME 1000 2.09 3.00

s11A1000P4.00:1Da SESAME 1000 1.57 4.00

s11A1000P5.00:1Da SESAME 1000 1.26 5.00

s11A1000P8.00:1Da SESAME 1000 0.79 8.00

s11A1000P10.47:1D SESAME 1000 0.60 10.47

s11A1000P2.00:1Dva SESAME V 1000 3.14 2.00

s11A1000P2.34:1Dv SESAME V 1000 2.68 2.34

s11A1000P3.00:1Dva SESAME V 1000 2.09 3.00

s11A1000P4.00:1Dva SESAME V 1000 1.57 4.00

s11A1000P10.47:1Dv SESAME V 1000 0.60 10.47

s11A1P10.47:1D SESAME 1 0.60 10.47

s11A1P10.47:1Dv SESAME V 1 0.60 10.47

s11A1000P2.34:2Db VULCAN 1000 2.68 2.34

s11A1000P2.34:2Dh VULCAN H 1000 2.68 2.34

s11A1000P4.69:2Db VULCAN 1000 1.34 4.69

s11A1000P10.47:2Db VULCAN 1000 0.60 10.47

s11A1000P10.47:2Dh VULCAN H 1000 0.60 10.47

s11A1000P41.89:2Db VULCAN 1000 0.15 41.89

s11A1000P157.10:2Db VULCAN 1000 0.04 157.10

s11A1P10.47:2D VULCAN 1 0.60 10.47

s15................................ 15 1.16 1.28 s15A1000P2.34:1D SESAME 1000 2.68 2.34

s15A1000P10.47:1D SESAME 1000 0.60 10.47

s15A1000P2.34:1Dv SESAME V 1000 2.68 2.34

s15A1000P10.47:1Dv SESAME V 1000 0.60 10.47

s15A1000P2.34:2D VULCAN 1000 2.68 2.34

s20................................ 20 2.21 1.92 s20A1000P2.34:1D SESAME 1000 2.68 2.34

s20A1000P10.47:1D SESAME 1000 0.60 10.47

s20A1000P2.34:1Dv SESAME V 1000 2.68 2.34

s20A1000P10.47:1Dv SESAME V 1000 0.60 10.47

s20A1000P2.34:2D VULCAN 1000 2.68 2.34

E15A ............................ 15 2.22 1.62 E15A:1Da SESAME . . . 4.18 1.50

E15A:1Dva SESAME V . . . 4.18 1.50

E15A:2D VULCAN . . . 4.18 1.50

E15A:2Ds VULCAN S . . . 4.18 1.50

E20A ............................ 20 2.78 1.84 E20A:1D SESAME . . . 3.13 2.00

E20A:1Dv SESAME V . . . 3.13 2.00

E20A:2D VULCAN . . . 3.13 2.00

m15b6 .......................... 15 1.95 1.47 m15b6:1D SESAME . . . 0.198 31.73

m15b6:1Dv SESAME V . . . 0.198 31.73

m15b6:2D VULCAN . . . 0.198 31.73

Notes.—List of models included in this study. The supernova progenitor star models s11, s15, and s20 are taken fromWoosley&Weaver (1995), E15A and E20A are
from Heger et al. (2000), and m15b6 is from Heger et al. (2005). Models E15A, E20A, and m15b6 include rotation using a one-dimensional prescription for angular
momentum evolution. Centrifugal force terms were included up to the end of core carbon burning. Models s11, s15, and s20 are nonrotating and are forced to rotate by
the rotation law given in eq. (1). Here RFe is the radius of the iron core (determined by the discontinuity in Ye at the outer edge of the iron core);MFe is the mass of the iron
core. Evolution type denotes the way a model is evolved. SESAME stands for spherically symmetric evolution with the SESAME code, SESAME V indicates that
dissipative angular momentum redistribution is switched on, VULCAN means two-dimensional simulation with MGFLD, VULCAN S stands for two-dimensional
simulation with MGFLD but shellular rotation (x 2.2), and VULCAN H means purely hydrodynamic two-dimensional simulation without neutrinos. Here A is the
parameter governing the degree of differential rotation (eq. [1]); �0 and P0 are the initial central angular velocity and spin period, respectively. All progenitor models
already have an initial infall velocity profile when they are mapped onto our computational grid. Nothing artificial is done to initiate collapse.

a Previously published/discussed in Thompson et al. (2005).
b Previously published/discussed in Walder et al. (2005).
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3. INITIAL MODELS

We use two sets of realistic supernova progenitor models from
stellar evolutionary calculations as initial data for our simula-
tions. The first set encompasses models s11, s15, and s20 (ZAMS
mass of 11, 15, and 20 M�, respectively; solar metallicity) of
Woosley &Weaver (1995). These models were evolved in spher-
ical symmetry until the onset of iron core collapse. In Figure 2, we
compare the matter density profiles of the presupernova models.
Note that models s11 and s15 have nearly identical structures out
to�1000 km. The s20model has a shallower density profile and a
lower central density but a more massive iron core (�1.9M�; see
Table 1).

On mapping to our simulation grids, we introduce rotation,
using the rotation law

�(r) ¼ �0

�
1þ

� r

A

�2
��1

; ð1Þ

where �0 ¼ 2�P�1
0 is the angular velocity corresponding to the

initial central rotation period P0; A is a free parameter that de-
termines the degree of differential rotation in our models. For
rP A, the initial rotation profile is roughly solid-body. Accord-
ing to the Poincaré-Wavre theorem, degenerate rotating fluid
bodies have constant specific angular momentum on cylinders
(see, e.g., Tassoul 1978). Hence, we choose r in equation (1) to
be the cylindrical radial coordinate (‘‘cylindrical rotation’’) of
the two-dimensional models that we evolve with VULCAN/2D.
In spherical symmetry, the approximate treatment of rotation goes
along with the assumption of constant angular momentum on
spherical shells (‘‘shellular rotation’’), and we interpret r as the
spherical radial coordinate in all models evolved in spherical sym-
metry with SESAME. To compare shellular and cylindrical rota-
tion laws, one of our two-dimensional models is set up to rotate
initiallywith constant angularmomentumon spherical shells. Fig-
ure 1 demonstrates that the above rotation law reasonably approx-
imates the rotational profiles of the rotating presupernova models
of Heger et al. (2000) if one choosesA �1000 km. Except for two
models in which we investigate the effect of A �1, all other mod-
els of this set have A ¼ 1000 km. We name our models according
to the following convention: [progenitor name]A[A in km]P[P0 in s]
[:evolution type]. For example, s11A1000P8.00:1Dv is aWoosley&
Weaver (1995) 11M� model with A ¼ 1000 km and P0 ¼ 8:00 s
that was evolved in one dimension with viscous dissipation
turned on after core bounce. Other evolution types are :1D (one-
dimensional, no viscous dissipation), :2D (two-dimensional,
cylindrical rotation), :2Ds (two-dimensional, shellular rotation)
and :2Dh (two-dimensional, cylindrical rotation, purely hydro-
dynamic, no neutrino transfer). Table 1 details our choices of
progenitor model, values of A and P0, and evolution type for
this model set. In particular, we choose the range of P0 so that
Keplerian rotational velocities are not attained anywhere during
the numerical evolution; that is, �(r; t) < �K ¼ (GM /r3)1/2 for
all r and t. In terms of the widely used rotation parameter �, which
is defined as the ratio of rotational kinetic to gravitational poten-
tial energy (T /jW j), for this series the precollapse values range
from 7 ; 10�5% up to 0.88% for the fastest model.

The second set of progenitors (‘‘Heger models’’ hereafter) that
we consider consists of models E15A, E20A (Heger et al. 2000),
and m15b6 (Heger et al. 2005). These progenitor models were
evolved to the onset of iron core collapse with the approximate
treatment of rotation described by Heger et al. (2000), but cen-
trifugal forces were included only until the end of core carbon
burning. Models E15A and E20A are relatively fast rotators,

with initial central periods of �1.5 and 2 s and values of � ¼
T /jW j of�0.5% and 0.3%, respectively. In model m15b6, angu-
larmomentum redistribution bymagnetic processeswas included.
This led to slow and more rigid rotation of its iron core, as can be
inferred from Figure 1. In Figure 2, we compare the density pro-
files of the Heger models with those of the nonrotating s11, s15,
and s20 models. The slow m15b6 has a structure very similar to
that of the nonrotating s11 and s15 models. In the 15 M� E15A
model, rotational effects lead to a considerablymore extended iron
corewith lower central density and shallower density stratification
than in the nonrotating s15. Model E20A’s structure, however,
does not deviate significantly from that of the nonrotating s20.
The models are mapped onto our computational grids accord-

ing to the same prescription presented for the first set: shellular
rotation in one dimensional and cylindrical rotation for most two-
dimensional models. In naming the models belonging to this set,
we follow the conventions mapped out for the first set but leave
out the parts concerning parameters A and P: E15A:2Ds, for ex-
ample, is progenitor E15A of Heger et al. (2000) evolved in axi-
symmetry but with shellular rotation. Table 1 lists the initial model
parameters for E15A, E20A, and m15b6.

4. RESULTS

The focus of this study is on the periods and rotational profiles
of the PNSs as obtained from our one- and two-dimensional
radiation-hydrodynamics simulations. Formore in-depth discus-
sions of the supernova physics, we refer the reader to Thompson
et al. (2005) for the one-dimensional simulations with SESAME
and to Walder et al. (2005) for the two-dimensional MGFLD
VULCAN/2D simulations. In the discussion of our one-dimensional
simulations,we limit ourselves for conciseness to those performed
with the s11 model (11 M� at ZAMS) of Woosley & Weaver
(1995), while we describe and compare in detail simulations with

Fig. 1.—Initial angular velocity of the rotating progenitor models E15A
(magenta line), E20A (orange line), and m15b6 (black line) and of models that
are set into rotation according to the rotation law of eq. (1), withA fixed to 1000 km
(shown in green for various P0 or�0). The discontinuities in the E15A, E20A, and
m15b6 profiles are connected to compositional interfaces in the rotating progeni-
tors (see Heger et al. 2000).
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a wide variety of progenitor star models in the discussion of our
two-dimensional calculations.

4.1. One-Dimensional Simulations

An interesting consequence of the self-similar, quasi-homologous
nature of the inner core’s collapse is the preservation of its initial
rotational profile in the PNS from the precollapse state. In other
words, if the inner core is initially rotating rigidly (which is likely
to be the case; see Heger et al. 2000, 2005 and Fig. 1), then the in-
ner PNS will be in solid-body rotation as well. There is, however,
a region in any PNS that is rotating differentially, independent of
the angular momentum distribution in the progenitor core. Due
to angular momentum conservation, the core spins up during col-
lapse. Since the inner parts of the precollapse iron core collapse
to smaller radii than the supersonically collapsing outer parts, dif-
ferential rotation is a natural consequence of collapse. However,
solid-body rotation is the lowest energy state of a rotating body,
and viscous processes can drive the differentially rotating PNS
into rigid rotation as it evolves, cools, and condenses to its final
configuration. As Thompson et al. (2005) have pointed out, early
and efficient postbounce dissipation of the shear energy stored in
the differential rotation of the PNS by viscous processes (e.g., the
MRI) can significantly affect the dynamics and might result in a
successful explosion. To estimate the rotation periods our PNSs
would have if they were in solid-body rotation, we introduce a
moment-of-inertia–weighted mean angular velocity

�̄(�) ¼
R R

r¼0
��(r)�(r)r2?d

3rR R

r¼0
��(r)r2?d

3r
; ð2Þ

where r? is the distance from the rotation axis at any given r,
r ¼ jrj is the spherical radius, R is the outer radius of the com-
putational domain, and �(r) is the matter density. In the one-
dimensional case, we use the spherical radius for r?. We now
define two mean rotation periods. The definition of the function
� depends on the individual mean being considered. The first
mean period we define is

P̄�12 ¼ 2�½�̄(� )��1; ð3Þ

where

�(r) ¼
1 �(r) � 1012 g cm�3;

0 otherwise:

�

Period P̄�12 is the period that all material with � � 1012 g cm�3

would have if it were in solid-body rotation. We use this quan-
tity to describe the postbounce spin evolution of the PNS. It
is particularly useful because it captures the effects of accre-
tion and contraction to higher densities and is meaningful in
both one and two spatial dimensions. We adopt the density cut of
1012 g cm�3, roughly marking the characteristic density at which
neutrinos decouple from the fluid, to define the ‘‘edge’’ of the PNS
for analysis purposes. Clearly, a PNS does not have a sharp bound-
ary. However,most of itsmaterial has densities above the assumed
density cut. The second mean period is

P̄M ¼ 2�½�̄(�)��1; ð4Þ

where

�(r;M ) ¼
1 M (r) � M ;

0 otherwise:

�

Period P̄M is the period that the material interior to a given
mass coordinateMwould have if it were in solid-body rotation.
An unambiguous definition of this quantity is only possible in
one spatial dimension, because in two dimensions, one cannot as-
sume that thematter distribution remains spherically symmetric—
rotation and postbounce convection break spherical symmetry in
any two-dimensional model.

The evolution of the postbounce mean period P̄�12 as defined
above is shown in Figure 3 for a variety of models of the s11
model series. Shown in solid lines is the mean period for models
without active viscous dissipation (:1D models). In dotted lines,
we plot the corresponding models in which we include viscous
dissipation (:1Dv models). Let us first focus on the evolution of
P̄�12 for models without the inclusion of viscous effects. During
collapse, P̄�12 remains undefined until the density reaches the
threshold value of 1012 g cm�3. Initially, it increases as more
slowly rotating material achieves a density of 1012 g cm�3, and it
reaches its maximum just �1 ms before core bounce, when the
lion’s share of the inner core has crossed the density threshold
but has still not spun up to its bounce angular velocity. At bounce,
P̄�12 experiences a local minimum and then increases again as the
core reexpands to a quasi-equilibrium configuration.

Model s11A1000P1.25:1D (shown in black in Fig. 3) is our
fastest rotator, with an initial central period of 1.25 s and � ¼
T /jW j � 0:9%. It undergoes a core bounce altered by centrifugal
forces and forms a quickly spinning PNS with a central period
of�1ms. As displayed in Figure 3, its mean period P̄�12 stays al-
most constant at�3 ms until the end of the calculation. Because
of strong centrifugal support, its PNS is large and, even though

Fig. 2.—Initial mass density profiles for all progenitormodels used in this study.
Models s11, s15, s20 (11, 15, and 20M�, respectively) are taken fromWoosley &
Weaver (1995). Models E15A and E20A (15 and 20 M�, respectively) are taken
from Heger et al. (2000), and model m15b6 is from Heger et al. (2005). Models
E15A, E20A, andm15b6were evolved in spherical symmetrywith an approximate
treatment of centrifugal effects until the end of core carbon burning. Note the great
similarity in the density stratifications of models s11, s15, and m15b6, especially
interior to �2000 km.
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matter is accreting, is only slowly contracting. Furthermore,
model s11A1000P1.25:1D is the only one-dimensional model
without viscous dissipation that exhibits an explosion—although
a weak one—and less matter is accreted onto the PNS than in mod-
els that do not explode. Model s11A1000P2.00:1D is the next-
slowest rotator in our s11model series. Its core bounce is dominated
by nuclear repulsive forces, but centrifugal forces still play an im-
portant role. Its P̄�12 increases slightly after bounce, reaches a
local maximum at a time of �30 ms after bounce, and decreases
from then on to a final7 P̄�12 of 3.5 ms.

With increasing initial central rotation period, the influence of
centrifugal forces becomes less and less relevant. As can be in-
ferred from Table 2, the initial value of � is already as low as
0.25% for model s11A1000P3.00. In Figure 3, all models with
an initial central period greater than 3 s show the same qualitative
behavior: a short increase of P̄�12 after bounce and then a mono-
tonic decrease as more material crosses the 1012 g cm�3 density
threshold and piles up on the PNS. The slowest model evolved
without viscous dissipation, s11A1000P10.47:1D, has a final
(�500 ms after bounce) mean period of �14 ms. Model s11A1
P10.47:1D (Fig. 3; magenta line) has a rotation parameter A
(eq. [1]) set to infinity, forcing the initial model to rotate like a
solid body. Compared with model s11A1000P10.47:1D, s11A1
P10.47:1D has significantly more angular momentum in the outer
regions of the core. This difference has amajor effect on the PNS’s
rotation and leads to a �50% smaller final mean period.

Dissipation of the shear energy stored in differential rotation
is, as Thompson et al. (2005) report, most efficient in fast-rotating

models. This is supported by the evolution of our s11 models that
include the effects of viscous energy dissipation and angular mo-
mentum redistribution after bounce. In Figure 3, we plot in dot-
ted lines the evolution of P̄�12 for our :1Dv models. For model
s11A1000P2.00, the :1Dv variant begins to deviate significantly
from the model without viscous dissipation at about 40 ms after
bounce. While the :1D model’s mean period slightly decreases,
the P̄�12 of the :1Dv model increases strongly as long as the an-
gular momentum redistribution mechanism provided by viscosity
remains efficient, that is, as long as there is considerable shear en-
ergy in differential rotation that can be dissipated and as long as the
viscous timescale is short with respect to the Kelvin-Helmholtz
timescale. Eventually, at �300 ms after bounce, the entire PNS
is in solid-body rotation, and P̄�12 remains constant or decreases
slightly as the PNS contracts. All fast models for which we have
performed :1Dv evolution (s11A1000P2.00, s11A1000P2.34,
s11A1000P3.00, and s11A1000P4.00) experience successful ex-
plosions (for details on the explosion mechanism, see Thompson
et al. 2005). Since rotational energy scaleswith�2, there is, for the
same qualitative rotational profile, much less energy stored in the
differential rotation of slow models than in that of fast models.
This is why slow one-dimensional rotators (P0 k 5 s) do not ex-
plode, even with the additional heating provided by viscous dis-
sipation. Furthermore, this comports with the fact that the change
in P̄�12 brought about by the inclusion of viscous effects operating
on differential rotation becomes smaller with increasing initial pe-
riod. (Recall that the viscous timescale scaleswith��1; Thompson
et al. 2005.)
The global ratio of rotational kinetic energy T to gravitational

potential energy |W |, the rotation parameter � ¼ T/jWj, is an-
other useful and important quantity whose evolution we follow
for all our models. If the value of � passes some critical threshold
value, nonaxisymmetric rotational fluid instabilities may set in
and lead to large-scale deformation of the core. In the approxima-
tion of MacLaurin spheroids (uniform density, incompressible,
rigidly rotating equilibrium configurations), triaxial instabilities
may grow if � � 14% or � � 27% for secular and dynamical
instabilities, respectively (Tassoul 1978). Given recent results by
Ott et al. (2005; see also Centrella et al. 2001; Shibata et al. 2002,
2003; Saijo et al. 2003), it is likely that the above canonical
threshold values for � do not hold for differentially rotating post-
bounce coreswith a realistic EOS.Ott et al. (2005) have found that
a dynamical m ¼ 1–dominated spiral instability may set in at a �
as low as 8%.Nonaxisymmetric instabilities are of particular inter-
est because they may lead to the emission of strong gravitational
waves and to angular momentum redistribution and spin-down of
the central core.
Figure 4 shows the evolution of � for selected :1D and :1Dv

models of the s11model series. Model s11A1000P1.25:1D is the
fastest rotator in this series. Initially, � is 0.88% for this model,
and it reaches a localmaximumof 14.6% at bounce. After bounce,
the relaxing core, abetted by centrifugal forces, overshoots its equi-
librium configuration, leading to a pronounced local minimum in
� of 12% about 3 ms after bounce.8 Immediately following the
initial postbounce relaxation, � begins to increase and does so
throughout the rest of the evolution, reaching a �f (the f indicat-
ing ‘‘final’’) of 18.4% at the end of our numerical evolution. Given
the approximate constancy of the mean period P̄�12 of model
s11A1000P1.25:1D (Fig. 3), the above might seem surprising.
However, � is a global quantity; the integrals for T and W en-
compass the entire grid and not just material above a density cut.

8 Due to the range in timewe show in Fig. 4, this local minimum is not clearly
visible.

7 In the following—unless otherwise stated—‘‘final’’ means ‘‘at the end of the
numerical evolution.’’

Fig. 3.—Evolution of the moment-of-inertia–weighted mean period P̄�12 for
material of density greater than or equal to 1012 g cm�3 according to eqs. (3) and (2).
Shown are selected models of the one-dimensional s11 series with (dotted lines,
:1Dv) and without (solid lines, :1D) viscous dissipation /angular momentum redis-
tribution. For models s11A1000P1.25:1D and s11A1000P8.00:1D, no computa-
tion with active viscous dissipation is performed. Viscosity (see x 2.1) generically
leads to spin-down of the PNS. It is most efficient at doing so in fast rotators, and in
themost extreme case (inmodel s11A1000P2.00) it leads to a finalmean period that
is twice as long as in the nonviscous case.
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Hence, the linear (in time) increase in global � indicates that the
PNS is slowly beginning to contract and spin up and also that
more andmorematerial from larger radii is falling in, spinning up,
and settling onto the PNS surface. Both Tand |W | increase, with T
dominating because of its higher power dependence on the radial
coordinate.

The � evolution for the rest of the s11 models without viscous
dissipation is essentially the same as the one just described for
model s11A1000P1.25:1D.With decreasing initial �, � at bounce
and �f decrease.Model s11A1P10.47:1D, whose core is initially
in solid-body rotation, stands out. Even though its initial periodP0

is the same as model s11A1000P10.47:1D’s, its initial value of �
is more than 4 times as large (see Table 2) as s11A1000P10.47:
1D’s.As shown in Figure 4, this is reflected in its� evolution up to
bounce and is most apparent in the steeper increase in the post-
bounce phase.

Two of our models from the s11 model series, namely,
s11A1000P1.25:1D and s11A1000P2.00:1D, surpass � ¼ 8%
during their numerical evolution. They also exhibit strong dif-
ferential rotation (Fig. 5) and might experience the m ¼ 1–
dominated one-armed spiral instability (Ott et al. 2005). Model
s11A1000P1.25:1D even reaches � � 14% and may become
unstable toward a ‘‘classical’’ barlike instability on a secular
timescale.

The evolution of � for models with viscous angular momen-
tum redistribution is quite different (Fig. 4). As soon as the vis-

cous terms are switched on after bounce (x 2.1), for :1Dv mod-
els with P0 P 4 s (Fig. 4; red, green, and brown dotted lines),
� begins to decrease. Shear energy stored in the differential
rotation of the PNS is dissipated away, leading to solid-body ro-
tation at lower angular velocities and hence lower rotational ki-
netic energies. As discussed by Thompson et al. (2005), models
s11A1000P2.00:1Dv and s11A1000P3.00:1Dv experience en-
ergetic explosions that remove a significant fraction of the stellar
envelope. Therefore, the PNS masses remain somewhat smaller
than for s11A1000P4.00:1Dv, which explodes less energetically
and at later times, allowing more matter to accrete through the
stalled supernova shock and onto the PNS (Fig. 6). In model
s11A1000P4.00:1Dv, � decreases for the first 100 ms and then
increases again. This is, in part, because of the��3 dependence
of the viscous dissipation and, in part, because of its weak and
later explosion, which results in more mass being accreted than
in the two faster models discussed. For even slower models, the
evolution of � is similar to that for the cases without viscos-
ity. Model s11A1P10.47:1Dv departs from the :1D evolution at
late times, when high angular momentum material reaches small
radii and the energy stored in differential rotation becomes large.
Viscous dissipation of that energy then leads to a smaller final �
than in the :1D model without viscous dissipation.

In Figure 5, we present the final period (Fig. 5a) and angular
velocity profiles (Fig. 5b) of a representative subset of the s11
model series calculated with SESAME. Profiles of models with

TABLE 2

Summary of Results: One-Dimensional Models

Model Name

tf � tb
(ms)

P0

(s)

P̄�12; f

(ms)

M�12, f

(M�)

J�12, f
(1049 erg-s)

�i

(%)

�f

(%)

s11A1000P1.25:1D ................................... 587 1.25 3.11 1.07 1.172 8.80 ; 10�1 18.44

s11A1000P2.00:1D ................................... 629 2.00 3.50 1.28 1.127 3.44 ; 10�1 10.45

s11A1000P2.34:1D ................................... 630 2.34 3.85 1.32 1.091 2.51 ; 10�1 7.96

s11A1000P3.00:1D ................................... 588 3.00 4.72 1.35 0.901 1.53 ; 10�1 5.10

s11A1000P4.00:1D ................................... 541 4.00 5.94 1.37 0.706 8.60 ; 10�2 2.98

s11A1000P5.00:1D ................................... 608 5.00 6.94 1.39 0.586 5.50 ; 10�2 1.97

s11A1000P8.00:1D ................................... 532 8.00 11.16 1.39 0.366 2.15 ; 10�2 0.759

s11A1000P10.47:1D ................................. 549 10.47 14.28 1.39 0.283 1.25 ; 10�2 0.448

s11A1000P2.00:1Dv ................................. 500 2.00 6.72 1.13 0.392 3.44 ; 10�1 2.25

s11A1000P2.34:1Dv ................................. 437 2.34 7.18 1.16 0.428 2.51 ; 10�1 2.42

s11A1000P3.00:1Dv ................................. 1037 3.00 6.13 1.29 0.500 1.53 ; 10�1 1.97

s11A1000P4.00:1Dv ................................. 573 4.00 7.42 1.33 0.524 8.60 ; 10�2 1.99

s11A1000P10.47:1Dv ............................... 549 10.47 14.93 1.39 0.271 1.25 ; 10�2 0.416

s11A1P10.47:1D ..................................... 571 10.47 9.18 1.34 0.428 5.51 ; 10�2 1.59

s11A1P10.47:1Dv ................................... 570 10.47 9.41 1.34 0.415 5.51 ; 10�2 1.17

s15A1000P2.34:1D................................... 612 2.34 3.95 1.39 1.197 2.45 ; 10�1 7.92

s15A1000P10.47:1D................................. 562 10.47 13.70 1.47 0.316 1.22 ; 10�2 0.468

s15A1000P2.34:1Dv................................. 612 2.34 6.76 1.24 0.501 2.45 ; 10�1 2.51

s15A1000P10.47:1Dv............................... 563 10.47 14.13 1.46 0.307 1.22 ; 10�2 0.447

s20A1000P2.34:1D................................... 462 2.34 3.48 1.84 2.820 3.53 ; 10�1 15.26

s20A1000P10.47:1D................................. 349 10.47 11.30 1.85 0.645 1.76 ; 10�2 0.875

s20A1000P2.34:1Dv................................. 365 2.34 6.80 1.40 0.749 3.53 ; 10�1 4.32

s20A1000P10.47:1Dv............................... 347 10.47 11.86 1.85 0.620 1.76 ; 10�2 0.740

E15A:1D ................................................... 780 1.50 2.91 1.53 2.064 4.95 ; 10�1 17.45

E15A:1Dv ................................................. 639 1.50 5.76 1.25 0.513 4.95 ; 10�1 2.50

E20A:1D ................................................... 461 2.00 3.43 1.84 2.213 2.85 ; 10�1 12.52

E20A:1Dv ................................................. 361 2.00 6.92 1.46 0.805 2.85 ; 10�1 3.95

m15b6:1D ................................................. 589 31.73 57.98 1.50 0.077 7.77 ; 10�4 0.0280

m15b6:1Dv ............................................... 589 31.73 58.21 1.50 0.076 7.77 ; 10�4 0.0234

Notes.—Numerical results for the supernova simulations performed with SESAME in spherical symmetry. Model initial conditions are detailed in
Table 1. Here tf � tb denotes the time elapsed between core bounce and when we stop the calculation; P0 is the initial central rotation period, and P̄�12; f

is the mean PNS rotation period (for material with � � 1012 g cm�3 (defined by eq. [3]) at the end of the simulation;M�12, f is the integrated mass of all
material above the same density threshold at the end of the numerical calculation, and J�12, f is the angular momentum associated with M�12, f ; �i and
�f represent the values of T /jW j at the initial stage and at the end of the simulation, respectively.
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viscous dissipation and angular momentum redistribution are
drawn as dotted lines; profiles of models without viscous effects
are drawn as solid lines. Model s11A1000P1.25:1D, in black,
has the shortest initial central period (P0 ¼ 1:25 s), which maps
to the shortest final central period of P0; f ¼ 1:56 ms. As dis-
cussed earlier in this section, the PNSs are in solid-body rotation
inside 8–10 km (or�0.5–0.8M� in mass coordinate). At greater
radii, the PNSs quickly become differentially rotating. Formodel
s11A1000P1.25:1D, the angular velocity drops from�2500 rad
s�1 at 20 km to�900 rad s�1 at 50 kmand�330 rad s�1 at 100 km,
corresponding to a��/�r of 53 rad s�1 km�1 from 20 to 50 km
and 11 rad s�1 km�1 from 50 to 100 km (be aware of the log-
log scale in Fig. 5). Again, one has to keep in mind that model
s11A1000P1.25:1D explodes. The explosion removes material
thatwould otherwise accrete onto the PNS andpile upon the quasi-
incompressible inner region above radii of 15–30 km. This is
reflected in the features visible in the plots of :1D models with
P0 � 2 s in the range of radii mentioned. Models in which we
include viscous dissipation and angular momentum transport
exhibit solid-body rotation out to much larger radii. Model
s11A1000P2.00:1Dv, for example, rotates rigidly out to �23 km,
or 0.9 M� in mass coordinate, while model s11A1000P2.00:1D
exhibits solid-body rotation out to only �10 km, or 0.42 M�.

9

Viscous dissipation of shear energy stored in differential rotation
also leads to a spin-down of the PNS.Model s11A1000P2.00:1D’s
final central period is 1.95ms, whereas s11A1000P2.00:1Dv spins
with a final central period of 6.7 ms, which is more than 3.5 times
as long. Due to the �2 dependence of rotational energy and the
�3 dependence of the dissipation rate, the relative period increase
brought about by viscous dissipation/angularmomentum transport
decreases quickly with increasing P0. For s11A1000P3.00 (central

Fig. 4.—Evolution of the rotation parameter � ¼ T /jW j for selected mod-
els of the s11 series in one dimension. Solid lines: Models without viscous dis-
sipation (:1D); dotted lines: models with viscous dissipation (:1Dv). For models
s11A1000P1.25:1D and s11A1000P8.00:1D, no computation with active vis-
cous dissipation is performed. Note the strong effect of viscous dissipation act-
ing on the energy stored in differential rotation.

Fig. 5.—Profiles of the period (a) and the angular velocity (b) at the end of each simulation for selected models from the s11 series, evolved in spherical symmetry
with SESAME. The models are initially forced into rotation via the rotation law given in eq. (1), with a choice of �0 ¼ 2�P�1

0 and A as specified in the model name.
Models plotted in solid lines correspond to spherically symmetric evolution without the inclusion of viscous effects (:1D suffix in Tables 1, 2). Models plotted in dotted
lines correspond to spherically symmetric evolution with viscous dissipation and angular momentum redistribution (:1Dv suffix in Tables 1, 2). For models
s11A1000P1.25 (black line) and s11A1000P8.00 (blue line), no :1Dv evolution is carried out. Note the approximate solid-body rotation of all :1D models out to�10 km.
Also note the factor of 3–4 larger region of solid-body rotation realized by viscous dissipation in all :1Dv models.

9 See Fig. 6b for the mapping between mass and radial coordinates at the end
of each model’s numerical evolution.
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periods of 2.74 and 6.16 ms for the :1D and :1Dv models, respec-
tively), the ratio is down to about 2.2, and for s11A1000P10.47
(central periods of 9.19 and 16.0 ms for models :1D and :1Dv,
respectively), it is approximately 1.7. Of course, the just-quoted
ratios depend on the simulation time after bounce, which deter-
mines howmuch time we have allowed the dissipative process to
spin down the core and how much material and angular momen-
tum is accreted during the simulation.Model s11A1P10.47 stands
out. It contains significantlymore angularmomentum than its coun-
terpart with A ¼ 1000 km. Therefore, it spins up to shorter cen-
tral periods during collapse and during the postbounce evolution.

For key models of the s11 model series, the final moment-of-
inertia–weighted mean period P̄M , as defined by equation (4), is
shown in Figure 6a. Note that P̄M gives the mean period of ma-
terial inside a mass coordinate M, assuming solid-body rotation.
Hence, the plots should not be interpreted as profiles in the usual
sense. The mass coordinate at which the slope of each individ-
ual model’s P̄M sharply steepens is a good estimate for the com-
pact remnant mass in models that exhibit explosions. Model
s11A1000P2.00:1Dv (dotted red line), for example, explodes early
and energetically, leaving behind a lower mass PNS than model
s11A1000P3.00:1Dv (dotted green line), which explodes at a some-
what later time. For models that do not explode, P̄M jumps only
at�1.42M�. The consequences of viscous dissipation and angular
momentum redistribution in the :1Dvmodels, spin-down and solid-
body rotation, are perhaps even more obvious in Figure 6a than in
Figure 5. In addition, note that, since the :1Dv models are in solid-
body rotation throughout most of the PNS at the end of our calcu-
lations, P̄M for them agrees verywell with the actual period profiles.

4.2. Two-Dimensional Simulations

Wenowdiscuss the results of the axisymmetric two-dimensional
VULCAN simulations using the methods described in x 2.2. In

contrast to the spherically symmetric simulations, two-dimensional,
azimuthally symmetric simulations are able to follow the non-
spherical effects of rotation in core collapse. The degree of oblate
deformation can be described by the ratio of the PNS’s polar
and equatorial radii on isodensity surfaces, the so-called axis ra-
tio. Figure 7 displays snapshots of the density at �200 ms after
bounce for a set of representative two-dimensional models. Mod-
els s11A1000P2.34 and E15A are the fastest rotators, having axis
ratios 1 : 2.Clearly, a two-dimensional treatment is amust for cap-
turing the full dynamics of these rapid rotators. With increasing
initial iron core period (P0), the PNS axis ratio increases toward 1.
Model m15b6 and the two variants of s11A1000P10.47:2D ex-
hibit almost no rotational flattening at all, and one might expect
a one-dimensional treatment to yield good results. But it is not
only rotation that is modeled much more realistically in real two-
dimensional simulations. Neutrino-driven convection naturally
develops in the region behind the stalled supernova shock and
leads to the interesting substructure seen in Figure 7. The purely
hydrodynamicmodel, s11A1000P10.47:2Dh, experiences a prompt
explosion, and Figure 7 does not show the imprint of the vigorous
convection present in the models that are evolved with adequate
neutrino treatment and radiative transfer. Note that the small dents
and spikes visible along the rotation axis in most of the panels are
related to the imperfect symmetry axis treatment in the version of
VULCAN/2D with which most of our models are evolved. The
purely hydrodynamic model has been evolved with an updated
version of the code and exhibits minimal axis artifacts.

Because of the computational difficulties that accompany long-
term, two-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamics evolutions,wehave
run our two-dimensional models to postbounce times of only 200–
300 ms and display profiles and two-dimensional snapshots at
200ms after bounce. At that epoch, the PNS has already reached a
compact state, and the largest fraction of its final mass has already

Fig. 6.—(a) Final moment-of-inertia–weighted mean period P̄M for material interior to a given mass coordinateM and (b) massM(R) contained inside a radius R. Both
quantities are plotted for a subset of the s11 :1D and :1Dv model series at the end of each calculation. The early and strong explosions of models s11A1000P2.00:1Dv and
s11A1000P3.00:1Dv lead to significantly smaller PNS masses. This is apparent not only in (b) but also in (a), where the lower ‘‘mass cut’’ in P̄M is obvious. Models
s11A1000P1.25:1D and s11A1P10.47:1D and their :1Dv variants also explode, but more weakly and at later times. This is why their profiles do not deviate as much from the
models that do not explode.Model s11A1000P1.25:1D is the fastest model thatwe consider. Due to strong centrifugal forces, s11A1000P1.25:1D’s PNS is rather extended (b).
Also note that the inclusion of dissipative angular momentum redistribution leads to rigid rotation throughout the PNS for all :1Dv models.
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Fig. 7.—Logarithmic color map of the density for a variety of two-dimensional models at 200 ms after core bounce. Shown is the inner 400 km on a side. This figure
nicely demonstrates the pronounced rotational flattening of the PNS in fast models (s11A1000P2.34 and E15A). With increasing precollapse iron core period, the PNS
becomes less and less rotationally flattened. In models s11A1000P10.47 and m15b6, the flattening has almost disappeared. The lighter cores (s11 models) show
considerably stronger convective structure—with the exception of the purely hydrodynamic variant of s11A1000P10.47—than themoremassive cores (E15, m15b6) at
200 ms after bounce. The slight ‘‘dents’’ and ‘‘spikes’’ along the rotation axis are artifacts of the imperfect symmetry axis treatment. Note that the purely hydrodynamic
variant of s11A1000P10.47 was evolved with an updated version of VULCAN/2D with improved axis treatment.



settled inside a (spherical) radius of �50 km. Figure 8 shows the
mass contained inside a given spherical radius for selectedmodels
at 200 ms after core bounce. The plots certainly ignore the two-
dimensional nature of the calculation, but they give a good (and
for the slow models, almost accurate) handle on the mass-radius
relationship. The dashed lines in Figure 8 represent mass profiles
of models that are evolved adiabatically and exhibit prompt ex-
plosions, blasting away a large fraction of the outer iron core and
the stellar envelope. Hence, their PNSmasses are small, compared
with those of the MGFLD models that might (or might not) ex-
plode at later times, after much of the outer core has accreted onto
the PNS. Note that slower models have more compact PNSs than
fastermodels. This is, of course, expected, since rotational support
is greater in faster models and leads to more expanded postbounce
configurations.

In Figure 9, we depict the equatorial angular velocity and pe-
riod profiles (panels a and b, respectively) at 200ms after bounce
for the two-dimensional s11A1000 model series. For compari-
son, we also display plots of model s11A1P10.47:2D (magenta
line; initially in solid-body rotation) and two purely hydrody-
namic models (dashed lines). Note that the plots start at a radius
of 3 km to excise axis artifacts. The aim of Figure 9 is to display
the systematic dependence of the PNS rotational profile on the
initial iron core spin rate. For this, we focus in Figure 9 on the
angular velocity and period profiles of the MGFLD models
s11A1000P157.10:2D, s11A1000P41.69:2D, s11A1000P10.47:
2D, s11A1000P4.69:2D, and s11A1000P2.34:2D. These models
form a sequence in initial rotation period from 157.10 down to
2.34 s.At 200ms after bounce, s11A1000P157.10:2Dhas reached
a central period of �50 ms. The spin period increases by about a
factor of 2, from 3 to 5 km, and then stays roughly constant but
shows significant substructure out to 30 km. From 30 to 100 km,
the period increases by a factor of 10, corresponding to a ‘‘period

Fig. 8.—Mass contained inside a sphere of radius R for selected two-
dimensional models �200 ms after core bounce. The ‘‘s’’ models (Woosley &
Weaver 1995), with P0 ¼ 2:34 s, and the fast E15A and E20Amodels (see model
parameter details in Table 1) deviate significantly from spherical symmetry. Their
spherical mass profiles should, hence, be taken with caution. Solid lines represent
mass profiles of MGFLD models. Dashed lines correspond to models that are
evolved purely hydrodynamically and experience prompt explosions that blast
away the outer core.

Fig. 9.—Equatorial profiles of the angular velocity (a) and the period (b) at 200 ms after bounce for each model of our s11 :2D series. The two-dimensional PNSs
exhibit a low degree of differential rotation inside �20 km and then become strongly differentially rotating farther out. All s11A1000:2D models exhibit the same
qualitative features. Model s111P10.47 (initial solid-body rotation), however, differs from its A ¼ 1000 km counterpart. Its PNS is appreciably less compact, and the
region of quasi–solid-body rotation is more extended. The dashed lines correspond to models that are evolved adiabatically. These models promptly explode and do not
undergo a phase of strong convection. Hence, their equatorial profiles show less structure. The profiles are plotted from 3 km outward. Due to the imperfect axis
treatment in the version of VULCAN/2D that is used for these calculations, we do not highlight the angular velocity and period data inside �3 km.
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slope’’ of �30 ms km�1. We call the reader’s attention to the re-
gion of quasi–solid-body rotation between roughly 5 and 30 km,
also present in all spherically symmetric models (see x 4.1 and
Fig. 5). This region is a direct consequence of self-similar collapse
of the inner core. The equatorial angular velocity and period pro-
files of the two-dimensionalmodels are, however,much less smooth
than the profiles of the one-dimensional models. This is attributed
to the muchmore complicated two-dimensional dynamics that in-
volve convection and inviscid angular momentum redistribution
along the rotation axis due to convection (Fig. 10). The hump in
the angular velocity profile (corresponding to a notable dent in the
period profile) at about 20 km is a generic feature in the entire
s11A1000 series but is most pronounced in the slow models. It is
caused by accreting relatively high specific angular momentum
material that is piling up on the nuclear density region of the PNS.
The faster a model is, the more extended its PNS (see Fig. 8) and
the shallower its density profile.

The qualitative shape of the angular velocity and period pro-
files of s11A1000P157.10:2D is mirrored, but of course shifted,
in the �s (and periods) in faster models (Fig. 9). However, the

profiles of faster models are smoother. Convection in fast models
is largely suppressed by rotation in the equatorial regions10 (Fryer
& Heger 2000; Fryer & Warren 2004; Walder et al. 2005) and,
hence, does not create as much substructure in the equatorial pro-
files as in slowermodels. In Figure 9, for models s11A1000P2.34:
2D and s11A1000P10.47:2D, we include equatorial profiles of
their purely hydrodynamic :2Dh variants. They are plotted with
dashed lines. Since we do not include any neutrino physics and
transport in the :2Dh simulations, these models cannot contract
and spin up to higher� after core bounce. They experience prompt
explosions, and fallback accretion is negligible. Keeping this in
mind, it is a bit surprising to see how similar the hydrodynamic
models’ profiles are to the profiles of their MGFLD counterparts.

Fig. 10.—Logarithmic color map of the angular velocity� for models of our s11A1000:2D series evolved in axisymmetry usingVULCAN/2Dwith P0 ¼ 2:34, 4.69,
10.47, and 41.69 s, corresponding to�0 ¼ 2:68, 1.34, 0.60, and 0.15 rad s�1, respectively. Shown are the inner 400 km on a side. Fluid velocity vectors are superposed.
The vector data are down-sampled at radii larger than �200 km. The panels show the angular velocity distribution at about 200 ms after bounce in each model. The
fastest model, s11A1000P2.34:2D, has a large, centrifugally supported region of high angular velocity material. This region becomes increasingly smaller with
increasing initial iron core period. The color map has been artificially limited to a maximum of 103.8 rad s�1 to cut out unphysically large angular velocities in the zones
very close to the rotation axis.

10 Note, however, that for convection to be stabilized, the rotation ratemust be
high enough that if the calculation had been done in magnetohydrodynamics, the
regionwould likely be destabilized by theMRI (Thompson et al. 2005).We there-
fore expect that when these rapidly rotating models are calculated in MHD, they
will show enhanced (magneto)convection with respect to the hydrodynamical,
centrifugally stabilized calculations presented here.
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To conclude our discussion of Figure 9, we call attention to the
plots of s11A1P10.47:2D’s angular velocity and period profile
(magenta lines). Thismodel is set up in solid-body rotationwith an
initial spin period of 10.47 s. Initial solid-body rotation means that
a great part of the iron core’s angular momentum is located at large
radii (the r2moment armbalances the density dropwith increasing
radius). Due to angular momentum conservation during collapse,
one expects the outer core layers to spin up appreciably. This is ex-
actly what we see in Figure 9: the region of high angular velocity
(�600 rad s�1) and low period (�10 ms) extends out to about
70 km, whereas s11A1000P10.47:2D’s angular velocity (orange
lines) already starts dropping (and its period starts increasing) at
about 20 km. Note that the centermost regions of the two mod-
els agree relatively well—as they should—given the fact that
s11A1000P10.47:2D’s initial angular velocity is almost constant
throughout its inner core (Fig. 1).

The fastest model of the series presented in Figure 9 is
s11A1000P2.34:2D. Its initial central iron core spin (P0) of 2.34 s
maps to a central postbounce period (at the 200 ms snapshot
shownhere) of about 1.7ms, which increases to�3.2ms at 10 km.
As shown in Figure 7, its PNS is rotationally flattened, with an axis
ratio below 1:2. In Figure 10, we show the angular velocity dis-
tribution in s11A1000 models with P0 of 2.34, 4.69, 10.47, and
41.89 s at 200 ms after bounce. Since we are imposing axisym-
metry, the angular velocity distribution is symmetric with respect
to the vertical axis (the rotation axis). We superpose flow veloc-
ity vectors to convey qualitatively the flow dynamics in the PNS.
We down-sample the number of velocity vectors at radii that are
greater than the approximate shock location of each individual
model. For the purely hydrodynamic model, the radius beyond
which we down-sample is chosen to be 150 km. The panels show
the inner 400 km of the computational domain. (For a more de-
tailed discussion of the multidimensional flow dynamics and its
consequences concerning the supernova mechanism, we refer the
reader to Walder et al. 2005.) All two-dimensional models shown
rotate in the precollapse stage with constant angular velocity on
cylindrical shells. As the collapse proceeds, the matter falls in al-
most spherically (more spherically for slowly spinning models,
less spherically for fast-spinning models). The initial conditions
and the collapse dynamics are reflected in the elongated (prolate)
shape of the angular velocity distribution of the PNSs. The fast
models (s11A1000P2.34:2D and s11A1000P4.69:2D) have a no-
table central spheroidal bulge of high angular velocity material,
which is formed by high specific angular momentum material
from the equatorial regions.

As in the discussion of our one-dimensional models in x 4.1,
we define a mean, moment-of-inertia–weighted period P̄�12 for
all material with density greater than 1012 g cm�3 (eqs. [2], [3]).
Figure 11 depicts P̄�12 as a function of time for all two-dimensional
s11models. In addition to the s11A1000MGFLDmodels, we plot
P̄�12 for s11A1P10.47:2D (magenta line) and the purely hydro-
dynamic variants s11A1000P2.34:2Dh and s11A1000P10.47:
2Dh (dashed lines). As one would expect, all models exhibit
a local minimum of P̄�12 at the time of core bounce. For the purely
hydrodynamicmodels, this is the absolute minimum in P̄�12, since
they quickly achieve hydrostatic equilibrium after bounce. Their
periods remain almost constant at postbounce times. Model
s11A1000P2.34:2Dh (dashed red line) undergoes a core bounce
aided by centrifugal forces and shows the pronounced postbounce
coherent expansion and recontraction cycles described for these
sorts ofmodels inOtt et al. (2004). In contrast, s11A1000P2.34:2D,
its MGFLD variant, relaxes from its local minimum in P̄�12 and
shows no oscillatory behavior at all. We attribute this major differ-
ence to the following phenomenon. In adiabatic collapse, angular

momentum conservation during collapse leads to an increase in the
kinetic energy stored in rotation. By its nature, rotation acts ap-
proximately like a gas with � of 5/3 (Tassoul 1978; Mönchmeyer
et al. 1991) and in this way effectively increases the pressure sup-
port of the collapsing core. At the moment of strongest compres-
sion at bounce, centrifugal forces are maximal and result in the
core dramatically overshooting its postbounce equilibriumposition.
Recontraction follows, leading to another expansion-recontraction-
bounce cycle. Eventually, enough pulsational energy is dissipated
by the generation of secondary shocks that after several cycles the
oscillation is damped. However, including the production and
radiative transfer of neutrinos, the rebounding core loses a large
amount of energy in the neutrino burst that occurs when the
bounce shock wave breaks through the electron neutrinosphere.
This, along with continuing neutrino losses, leads to enhanced
damping of the postbounce expansion-recontraction-bounce cycles,
far more than experienced in quickly spinning purely hydrody-
namic models.

We note that the qualitative shape for a given progenitor struc-
ture and rotational ‘‘scale height’’ A of the P̄�12 evolution shown
in Figure 11 is the same for all s11A1000 models. Generally, at
any postbounce time, P̄�12 is a monotonic function of the initial
iron core spin. At 200 ms after core bounce, the largest P̄�12 is
�180 ms (s11A1000P157.10:2D), and the smallest is �4.7 ms
(s11A1000P2.34:2D). In Table 3, we list the mean periods for all
models at the end of their numerical runs. The magenta plot
in Figure 11 represents s11A1P10.47:2D’s P̄�12 evolution. As

Fig. 11.—Postbounce evolution of the moment-of-inertia–weighted mean
period P̄�12. Solid lines depict standard models of the s11A1000:2D series.
Plotted with the dashed lines are the P̄�12 of models that were evolved purely
hydrodynamically. As expected, all P̄�12 exhibit a local minimum at bounce
when the inner core is most compact. The P̄�12 increases slightly after bounce
but ultimately decreases as more material settles onto the contracting PNS.With
increasing initial iron core spin period, P̄�12 increases systematically. The purely
hydrodynamic models’ PNSs cannot contract. Hence, their P̄�12 stay constant or
increase slightly as lower angular momentum material settles above the density
threshold. The fast purely hydrodynamic model (P0 ¼ 2:34 s) exhibits strong
postbounce oscillations like those described in the study of Ott et al. (2004).
Such oscillations are critically damped in simulations including adequate neu-
trino treatment.
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expected, this initially rigidly rotating model’s PNS is spinning
faster than its counterpart with A set to 1000 km before collapse.

As demonstrated for the s11 model series in Figure 12, the
systematics with the global rotation parameter � is similar. Up to
bounce, � increases monotonically in all models. The faster of
the two purely hydrodynamic models (dotted lines) reaches the

highest � at bounce of all models presented in Figure 12. Due
to its higher electron fraction Ye and higher effective adiabatic �
(Martı́nez-Pinedo et al. 2004), in direct contrast with the more
realistic MGFLD variant s11A1000P2.34:2D, the purely hydro-
dynamic model has a much more massive inner core. Hence,
during its ‘‘plunge’’ phase just before and at bounce, more mate-
rial, and in that way more angular momentum, reaches small
radii. This is why purely hydrodynamic models reach higher
�-values at bounce than their MGFLD diffusion counterparts.
While the purely hydrodynamic models settle at a practically
constant final �, all MGFLD models exhibit a linear postbounce
growth of the rotation parameter, with a slope that depends
on the initial iron core spin and on the scale parameter A in the
rotation law. The increase in � is caused by the increase in com-
pactness and by accretion of outer-core material. One might ex-
pect that the slope of �would change after a successful explosion
(not tracked in our models). At the end of their numerical evo-
lution, none of the models presented in Figure 12 has reached
the classical threshold values of � for secular or dynamical in-
stability. However, as Ott et al. (2005) have demonstrated, at
� � 8%, realistic postbounce cores might undergo the low-
T /jW j instability. This value is likely to be reached by model
s11A1000P2.34:2D at late times.
Having described the quantitative and qualitative features of a

neutron star’s birth spin and its dependence on the initial iron
core spin rate for a fixed progenitor structure, we now investigate
the effect of varying progenitors on the PNS spin. We have per-
formed a set of calculations employing the s15 and s20 (15 and
20M� at ZAMS, respectively) progenitors of Woosley &Weaver
(1995), the E15A and E20A presupernova models of Heger et al.
(2000), and the m15b6 progenitor of Heger et al. (2005). The key
progenitor characteristics of all models are summarized in Table 1.
In what follows, we present the results of these calculations and
compare them with those of our s11 models.
In Figure 13, we contrast the two-dimensional angular veloc-

ity distributions of models with different progenitor iron core
masses and structures at�200ms after core bounce. We zoom in
on the inner 400 km of our computational domain. The rotation
law parameters P0 and A are prescribed. The top right panel of
Figure 13 shows an � snapshot of model s11A1000P2.34:2Dh,
the purely hydrodynamic variant of s11A1000P2.34:2D. At
�200ms after bounce, thismodel has already undergone a prompt
explosion. This explains the outward-pointing fluid velocity

TABLE 3

Summary of Results: Two-Dimensional Models

Model Name

tf � tb
(ms)

P0

(s)

P̄�12; f

(ms)

M�12, f

(M�)

J�12, f
(1049 erg-s)

�i

(%)

�f

(%)

s11A1000P2.34:2D ................................. 197 2.34 4.74 1.17 1.522 3.14 ; 10�1 6.72

s11A1000P2.34:2Dh ............................... 150 2.34 4.86 1.16 1.436 3.14 ; 10�1 6.12

s11A1000P4.69:2D ................................. 262 4.69 5.63 1.28 0.998 8.35 ; 10�2 2.64

s11A1000P10.47:2D ............................... 293 10.47 10.05 1.33 0.489 1.53 ; 10�2 0.694

s11A1000P10.47:2Dh ............................. 294 10.47 10.44 1.13 0.301 1.53 ; 10�2 0.498

s11A1000P41.89:2D ............................... 319 41.89 37.79 1.33 0.123 1.04 ; 10�3 0.0536

s11A1000P157.10:2D ............................. 318 157.10 139.63 1.33 0.033 7.00 ; 10�5 0.00451

s11A1P10.47:2D................................... 192 10.47 9.50 1.26 0.613 5.35 ; 10�2 1.26

s15A1000P2.34:2D................................. 215 2.34 4.69 1.18 1.563 3.07 ; 10�1 7.00

s20A1000P2.34:2D................................. 238 2.34 4.98 1.42 3.351 5.08 ; 10�1 12.67

E15A:2D ................................................. 217 1.50 5.12 1.28 2.801 6.45 ; 10�1 12.85

E15A:2Ds................................................ 243 1.50 4.73 1.37 2.738 4.64 ; 10�1 10.75

E20A:2D ................................................. 211 2.00 5.40 1.49 3.185 4.17 ; 10�1 10.76

m15b6:2D ............................................... 195 31.73 50.25 1.39 0.129 1.03 ; 10�3 0.0533

Note.—Same as Table 2, but listing results of our simulations performed with VULCAN/2D in axisymmetry.

Fig. 12.—Evolution of the rotation parameter � ¼ T /jW j at postbounce times
for a subset of the s11A1000:2D model series. The � increases dramatically at
bounce and increases monotonically but linearly after bounce in all MGFLDmod-
els because of angularmomentum conservation (and hence spin-up) ofmaterial that
settles down onto the PNS. The slope of � increases with decreasing precollapse
spin period. Despite having the same initial spin (P0 ¼ 10:47 s), model s11A1
P10.47:2D, which is initially in solid-body rotation, reaches higher postbounce �
than model s11A1000P10.47:2D. This is clearly related to the greater total angular
momentum in the former. Model s11A1000P2.34:2Dh’s � evolution reflects this
model’s large-scale coherent postbounce oscillations. Both :2Dh models evolve to
constant �, both because they explode and because their PNSs cannot contract and
spin up.
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vectors in this panel. The region of high angular velocity is
stretched out along the axis of rotation (the vertical). This is caused
by the prompt explosion, which leads to an ejection along the axis
of high-� material from deep within the inner core.

The bottom two panels of Figure 13 show angular velocity dis-
tributions of models s15A1000P2.34:2D and s20A1000P2.34:2D.
Comparing them to the top left panel, which shows model
s11A1000P2.34:2D, one notes that the PNS rotational structure
is not strongly dependent on progenitor mass; the three models
in question have qualitatively and quantitatively very similar
angular velocity distributions at 200 ms after bounce. For the
s11 and s15 models, this is not surprising, given that their iron
core masses and density profiles (Fig. 2; Table 1) are very sim-
ilar to each other. However, the s20 progenitor model, which
we use in our model s20A1000P2.34:2D, has an appreciably
different initial iron core structure. It is more extended, has a
lower initial central density, and is significantly more massive
than the s11 and s15 models. Yet at 200 ms after bounce, only
small differences in the angular velocity distribution are ap-
parent. Model s20A1000P2.34:2D’s PNS is more massive and
more extended. This is reflected in the slightly larger central sphe-

roidal bulge of high angular velocity material. As can be inferred
from the flow patterns in Figure 13, the thermodynamic structure
and the resulting fluid dynamics of models s11A1000P2.34:2D,
s15A1000P2.34:2D, and s20A1000P.23:2D are significantly dif-
ferent. These differences are reflected in the angular velocity dis-
tribution to only a slight degree.

Figure 14 depicts the angular velocity distributions of the re-
cent rotating Heger models (Heger et al. 2000, 2005) at 200 ms
after core bounce. We include models E15A, E20A, and m15b6
in our two-dimensional model set and for model E15A:2D also
perform a simulation with initial shellular rotation (E15A:2Ds;
see x 3). The top left and right panels of Figure 14 are snapshots
of the two-dimensional � distributions of models E15A:2D and
E15A:2Ds, respectively. One can easily discern themore sphere-
like � distribution of E15A:2Ds at large radii. E15A:2Ds’s an-
gular velocity in the central region exhibits a somewhat more
spherical shape than that of its E15A:2D counterpart. However,
the magnitude of the angular velocities observed does not de-
pend strongly on the initial choice of rotation law, since the equa-
torial regions of the precollapse core that undergo the greatest
spin-up during collapse have almost identical�s before collapse

Fig. 13.—Logarithmic color map of the angular velocity distribution in models s11A1000P2.34:2D, s11A1000P2.34:2Dh, s15A1000P2.34:2D, and
s20A1000P2.34:2D. Shown are the inner 400 km on a side at 200ms after bounce (150ms for s11A1000P2.34:2Dh). Velocity vectors are superposed in the same way as
in Fig. 10. Model s11A1000P2.34:2Dh is evolved purely hydrodynamically. It explodes and leaves behind a less compact configuration with smaller central� than the
corresponding model with MGFLD. With increasing progenitor iron core mass (Table 1), the magnitude of the final angular velocity increases, and its distribution
becomes broader.
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(eq. [1] and the discussion in x 3). The bottom left panel of Fig-
ure 14 shows model E20A:2D’s angular velocity snapshot at
200 ms after bounce. Model E20A has an initial core mass and
a density profile that are similar to those of the s20 progenitor
(Fig. 2). Looking at Figure 1, one notes that E20A’s initial� pro-
file exhibits an order-of-magnitude jump at around 1000 km,
whereas E15A’s angular velocity jumps at about 3 times that ra-
dius. This differing behavior in the initial � profile and the ini-
tially longer central period of the E20Aprogenitor (Table 1)would
naturally have led one to anticipate qualitative and quantitative
differences in E20A:2D’s angular velocity evolution when com-
pared with that of models E15A:2D and s20A1000P2.34:2D. In
fact, E20A:2D exhibits an appreciably different angular velocity
profile. At lateral angles between about 25� and 155�, the angular
velocity is almost an order of magnitude lower than in the polar
wedges. This can be understood as follows.At 200ms after bounce,
the high angular velocitymaterial that was inside a cylindrical ra-
dius of �1000 km has in the equatorial regions already accreted
onto the PNS.What is then seen in the equatorial wedge is the an-
gular velocity connected with material of initial cylindrical radii

greater than�1000 km and, hence, of initially low angular veloc-
ity. However, in the polar region we see material of large initial
spherical radius but relatively small (P1000 km) initial distance
from the rotation axis. Hence, a higher angular velocity is seen at
200 ms in the polar wedge.
In the bottom right panel of Figure 14, we display m15b6:2D’s

angular velocity distribution at 200 ms after bounce. This mod-
el’s initial central iron core period is quite long (31.73 s), and its
iron core structure is similar to that of the older s11 and s15 pro-
genitors (Woosley &Weaver 1995). Its iron core angular veloc-
ity profile exhibits the jumps at compositional boundaries that
are characteristic of the set of rotating progenitors considered
here. Arguing that the initial rotational profile is determining the
PNS spin, we again compare m15b6:2D with s11A1000P41.89:
2D (Fig. 10, bottom right). Even though model m15b6:2D has
a shorter initial central period than s11A1000P41.89:2D, its
central spheroidal bulge of high angular velocity is smaller at
200 ms after bounce. A glance at Figure 1 reveals the cause:
m15b6’s iron core is indeed spinning faster than s11A1000P41.89’s,
although only in the inner�700 km of the precollapse iron core.

Fig. 14.—Logarithmic color map of the angular velocity of models E15A:2D, E15A:2Ds (shellular rotation), E20A:2D, and m15b6:2D, which use the rotating
progenitors of Heger et al. (2000, 2005). Shown are the inner 400 km on a side at 200 ms after core bounce. Velocity vectors are superposed and down-sampled at radii
greater than�200 km. The :2Ds variant of E15A is initially set up to rotate with constant� on spherical shells. Its region of high angular velocity is more compact than
in its :2D counterpart, which is initially set up to rotate with constant angular velocity on cylindrical shells. Interestingly, the innermost regions of E15A:2D and
E15A:2Ds are quite similar. Model E20A:2D has amore massive core than model E15A:2D but slower initial rotation. Its central angular momentum distribution is very
similar to the one seen in E15A:2D. Model m15b6:2D has a high initial period of �32 s.
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At that radius, m15b6’s � drops below the angular velocity in
model s11A1000P41.89:2D due to the use of the rotation law of
equation (1) in the latter model.

Figure 15 shows equatorial angular velocity profiles at 200ms
after bounce. The figure contains a panel with� on a logarithmic
scale out to 300 km in equatorial radius and a more zoomed-in
version showing only the inner 100 km. Here� is drawn on a lin-
ear scale to more clearly display the differences between the in-
dividual models. We contrast the equatorial profiles of models
s11A1000:2D, s15A1000:2D, and s20A1000:2D with P0 set to
2.34 s with those of the Heger models E15A:2D, E20A:2D, and
m15b6:2D. Above, we discussed the systematic changes of the
PNS spin profile due to variations in the initial rotational config-
uration for a fixed progenitor structure. In the discussion of the
two-dimensional angular velocity snapshots, we saw that pro-
genitor mass and iron core structure appear to have only a second-
ary effect on the PNS’s birth spin rate and rotational configuration.
This is supported by the equatorial rotational profiles in Figure 15.
Models with similar initial (quantitative) rotational profiles yield
similar PNS rotational profiles, despite significant differences in
their progenitor structures. Only in the linear-scale panels does
one note differences that can be attributed to differences in the ini-
tial angular velocity distribution (shellular vs. cylindrical and ro-
tation law vs. one-dimensional rotation). For example, we noted
the interesting shape of E20A:2D’s angular velocity distribution
in Figure 14. The early drop of � in the equatorial regions is re-
flected in the drop-off in equatorial angular velocity at about 30 km
(clearly visible in Fig. 15b).Note that the initial discrete jumps of the
angular velocity of models E15A:2D, E20A:2D, and m15b6:2D
are naturally smoothed out during the two-dimensional collapse
and postbounce evolution.

In Figure 16, we compare the moment-of-inertia–weighted
mean period P̄�12 of models with different progenitor structures.
For comparison, we enlarge the sample of models to include

Fig. 15.—Equatorial profiles of the angular velocity at 200ms after bounce for a set of models with similar initial iron core periods (P0) and different progenitor mass.
The slow ‘‘magnetic’’ model m15b6 (Heger et al. 2005) stands out and has been included in a for comparison. Panel (a) shows� on a logarithmic scale vs. radius, and
(b) displays� on a linear scale for the innermost 100 km of each model. On a logarithmic scale it is hardly possible to distinguish between individual fast models. With
the exception of s11 and s15, which have very similar progenitor structures, more massive progenitors lead to slightly higher PNS central �. The model E15A:2Ds
(dashed magenta line) is set up in shellular rotation. This, however, does not lead to a equatorial� profile at postbounce times considerably different from that of model
E15A:2D. Differences in off-equatorial regions are, however, present (see Fig. 14).

Fig. 16.—Postbounce evolution of the moment-of-inertia–weighted mean pe-
riod P̄�12 for models with differing initial iron core spin and progenitor mass. Here
P̄�12 depends strongly on the initial iron core spin and weakly on progenitor mass
and structure. Interestingly, the choice of rotation law (cylindrical vs. shellular; see
dashed line for E15A:2Ds) has little effect on the mean period. The small dis-
continuities in some of the plots at early postbounce times are due to the finite
resolution of our numerical grid and occur when an entire mass shell first exceeds
the density threshold ( � � 1012 g cm�3).
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s11A1000P10.47:2D and E15A:2Ds. The evolution of P̄�12

supports our assertion that progenitor structure has only a minor
effect on the spin period of neutron stars at birth in our two-
dimensional models. Themagnitude of initial angular velocity in
the part of the precollapse iron core that forms the homologous
inner core during collapse is the most important parameter for
the PNS spin. However, this assertion holds only for the early
stages of the PNS evolution. It is possible that the rotational con-
figuration could be influenced by, among other phenomena, late-
time fallback accretion whose rate and absolute accreted mass
will depend on the progenitor mass density profile. Furthermore,
black hole formation will becomemore probable with increasing
progenitor mass, leading to a totally different scenario, possibly
to a collapsar-type GRB (Woosley 1993;MacFadyen et al. 2001).

To conclude this section on our two-dimensional axisymmet-
ric models, we discuss the evolution of the rotation parameter �
for different progenitor masses. In Figure 17, we compare the
postbounce � evolution for a representative set of models. The
parameter � is an integral quantity, evaluated by integrals that
encompass all grid points. Differences (and similarities) in the �
evolution caused by progenitor structure and choice of initial
angular velocity distribution and mapping are obvious. Models
s11A1000P2.34:2D and s15A1000P2.34:2D are evolved with
the same initial rotation law and start with identical P0. Their iron
core structure is very similar as well. Their � behavior turns out
to be almost identical. Model s20A1000P2.34:2D is evolved
using the same initial rotational configuration but has a signifi-
cantly more massive iron core with an initially lower central den-
sity. Its higher value of � at bounce and during its postbounce
evolution is a consequence of the much greater angular momen-
tum contained in s20A1000P2.34:2D’s core and of its relatively
high initial value of �. In Table 3, we list the total angular mo-
mentum contained in material with densities above 1012 g cm�3

at the end of each model’s numerical evolution. The high value
of � at bounce is also in part a consequence of its initially lower
core density. This results in a greater spin-up of the inner-core
material during collapse. Model E20A:2D’s initial central spin
period is a bit shorter than s20A1000P2.34:2D’s (2 s vs. 2.34 s),
while its initial inner core density is slightly larger. E20A:2D’s �
is not much larger at bounce than s20A1000P2.34:2D’s, but it
starts increasing with a greater rate postbounce. However, that
increase is stopped about 10 ms after bounce, when the initial
profile’s big jump in � at about 1000 km (Fig. 1) reaches small
radii and the increase of rotational kinetic energy is abruptly
slowed. Qualitatively, and to some extent quantitatively, this be-
havior can be inferred from the two-dimensional angular veloc-
ity snapshot presented in Figure 14.

Overall, E15A:2D is the fastest model of our two-dimensional
model set. Its initial central period is as low as 1.5 s, and the initial
value of � amounts to 0.5%. Its initial inner core density is con-
siderably lower than for the slower or nonrotating 15M�models
(Fig. 2). It does, like E20A:2D, exhibit a discontinuity in� in its
initial profile. However, this discontinuity is located at greater
radii and does not advect in before the end of our simulation. All
this explains the high � at bounce and the postbounce increase
seen for this model. However, understanding what leads to the
differences between models E15A:2D and E15A:2Ds requires a
bit more involved discussion. In shellular rotation, the iron core
angular velocity is set up to decrease roughly with r�2, where r is
the spherical radius (see eq. [1] and x 3). In comparison with cy-
lindrical rotation, off-equatorial grid points at a given distance$
from the rotation axis are set up with an initial angular velocity
that is reduced by a factor of $/($2 þ z2)1

=2, where z is the cy-
lindrical coordinate on the symmetry axis. Hence, there is less

total angular momentum on E15A:2Ds’ grid, and its initial value
of � is about 30% smaller than E15A:2D’s. These facts deter-
mine this model’s � evolution.
As expected, model E15A:2D reaches the greatest postbounce

� of the entire set of two-dimensional models presented here. At
the end of the calculation, � is 12.85% and is still increasing.
During their late postbounce evolution, models E15A:2D and
s20A1000P2.34:2D and, perhaps, models E20A:2D and E15A:
2Ds are likely to reach the classical threshold for secular rota-
tional instability. However, it is unlikely that any of the models
presented here will ever reach the threshold � at which classical
high-T /jW j rotational instabilities would set in. Nevertheless,
there are multiple models that may become unstable to the low-
T /jW j instability of postbounce cores observed by Ott et al.
(2005).

5. COMPARISON OF ONE- AND TWO-DIMENSIONAL
SIMULATIONS

In xx 4.1 and 4.2, we presented the results of our one- and two-
dimensional simulations separately. Herewe compare the two sets
of simulations. Figure 18a shows the equatorial angular veloc-
ity profiles at 200 ms after bounce for models s11A1000P2.34,
s11A1000P10.47, and E15A. Two-dimensional variant (:2D) pro-
files are represented by the dashed lines, while one-dimensional
variants (:1D) are represented by the solid lines. For model E15A,
we also plot the version with shellular rotation (:2Ds). First, we
note that the rotational profiles of E15A:2D and E15A:2Ds lie
practically on top of each other. This is remarkable, but not entirely

Fig. 17.—Evolution of the rotation parameter � ¼ T /jW j. Here we compare a
representative set of models from our two-dimensional model series. Due to the
similarity of their progenitor structures, s11A1000:2D and s15A1000:2D have
almost identical � evolutions for the same initial iron core spin period (red and
green lines, respectively). The value of � increases linearly after bounce in all
Woosley & Weaver (1995) models. Models E15A:2D, E15A:2Ds, and E20A:2D
have considerably more complicated rotational structures (Fig. 1). Hence, an ap-
preciably different � evolution can be expected (T / �2). Model s20A1000P2.34
shows the steepest � slope and is likely to reach the classical limit for secular
rotational instability (� � 14%). However, a low-T /jW j instability might set in at
much lower � (Ott et al. 2005).
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surprising if one recalls that the initial equatorial angular velocity
profiles of these models are identical. However, Figure 14 dem-
onstrates that there are significant differences once one leaves the
equator.

Comparing the :1D profiles and their :2D counterparts, we
note that there is good agreement outside�50 km.With decreas-
ing radius, the :1D and :2D profiles for a given model begin to
diverge. The two-dimensional models have less smooth profiles.
The substructure in the equatorial profiles is created by angular
momentum advection in convective plumes inside the PNS and
in the postshock region. Since convection is confined to small
cylindrical radii in quickly spinning PNSs, the equatorial profiles
of faster models overall are smoother and closer to those of their
:1D counterparts than those of slow models that allow for more
vigorous convection at greater cylindrical radii. Note that the
jump in� visible in the :1D profile of E15A (green solid line, at
�20 km; also see Fig. 1) is smoothed out in its :2D counterpart.

In Figure 18b, we display the moment-of-inertia–weighted
mean period P̄�12 for the same set of models. Period P̄�12 is an
integral quantity based on a density criterion that takes into ac-
count the greater dimensionality of the :2Dmodels.Model E15A
is the fastest model for which we have :1D and :2D simulation

data. Its initial central period is 1.5 s, and it undergoes core
bounce under strong centrifugal influence. The postbounce P̄�12

evolutions of E15A:2D and E15A:2Ds differ significantly from
those of their one-dimensional counterparts. At and after bounce,
the two-dimensional PNSs are able to relax to greater PNS radii
and energeticallymore favorable configurations than the spherically
symmetricmodel. Hence, the :2D P̄�12 of this (almost) rotationally
supportedmodel is larger than the :1D P̄�12.With increasing initial
rotation period, rotational support for the PNS becomes less and
less, and the overall greater angular momentum in the :2Dmodels
leads to shorter PNS P̄�12 values (see x 3, cylindrical vs. shellular
rotation; also see the discussion toward the end of x 4.2).

The evolution of the rotation parameter � is shown in Fig-
ure 18c. Again, there are significant differences between :1D
and :2D variants. For E15A, � is overestimated by the one-
dimensional model, and for the slower models s11A1000P2.34
and s11A1000P10.47, the one-dimensional models underestimate
�. Model E15A:2Ds, which is in shellular rotation, reaches lower
� than E15A:2D because there is less total angular momentum in
the former. The explanation for the differences in � between one-
and two-dimensional models is analogous to the explanation for
the differences seen in the P̄�12 evolution and discussed above.

Fig. 18.—Contrasting one-dimensional and two-dimensional results. In (a), the equatorial angular velocity profiles at 200 ms after bounce of three models, namely,
s11A1000P2.34 (red lines), s11A1000P10.47 (blue lines), and E15A (green lines), each in spherical symmetry (solid lines) and axisymmetry (dashed lines), are
compared. The profiles are plotted from 5 km outward to excise axis artifacts. For E15A:2D, we also plot the shellular variant. Panel (b) shows the evolution of the
moment-of-inertia–weighted mean period P̄�12 for the selected set of models. In (c), we display the evolution of the rotation parameter �, and (d ) depicts the mass-
(spherical)radius relationship at 200 ms after bounce.
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In Figure 18d, we display the mass-(spherical)radius rela-
tionship for selected :1D and :2D models. Here the naive first
assertion holds that the slower a :2Dmodel is, the more similar is
its mass distribution to that of the corresponding :1D model and
the better the :1D and :2D mass profiles agree. However, keep in
mind that for fast :2D models that experience significant rota-
tional flattening, a mapping M(r) will always be ambiguous.

We conclude that the overall characteristics and systematics of
the mapping between initial model and rotational profile to the
postbounce spin of the PNS are rendered with acceptable ac-
curacy by the one-dimensional treatment of rotation. There are,
however, significant qualitative and quantitative differences be-
tween :2D and :1D variants in all models. In particular, we do not
expect convergence of the :1D and :2D results with increasing
P0, since multidimensional effects, especially convection, which
becomes more vigorous in slower models, will always distinguish
:2D evolution from :1D.

6. SIMPLE ESTIMATES OF THE FINAL
NEUTRON STAR SPIN

The simulations presented in this paper cover only the very
early stages of a neutron star’s life. During the tens to hundreds of
seconds after bounce and a successful explosion, the neutron star
will deleptonize and cool via neutrino emission. For the typical
neutron starmass range of�1.2–1.6M� (Thorsett&Chakrabarty
1999; Fryer & Kalogera 2001), Lattimer & Prakash (2001) find
a radius of �12 km and a fiducial moment of inertia of I ¼
0:35MR2 for a cold neutron star. Cold neutron stars are likely to be
in solid-body rotation, since this is the energetically most favor-
able configuration and viscous processes will most likely drive the
neutron star into rigid rotation during its cooling phase.

A number of studies of stellar evolution (Heger et al. 2000,
2004, 2005) and of rotating core-collapse and supernova evo-
lution (Fryer & Heger 2000; Fryer & Warren 2004) have esti-
mated the final neutron star spin period via

PNS ¼ 2�
1

(J=I)
: ð5Þ

Here J is the supposed final total angular momentum and I is the
moment of inertia obtained with the above prescription and a
choice of neutron star mass and radius (typically M ¼ 1:4 M�
and R ¼ 12 km). For comparison with other studies, we esti-
mate the asymptotic final neutron star spin of our models in the
following manner. We consider our two-dimensional simula-
tions and a representative subset of our one-dimensional sim-
ulations and choose M to be the mass of all material with a
density greater than 1012 g cm�3 at 200 ms after bounce. We
choose this time to ensure that we have one- and two-dimensional
data for our estimates. In addition, that this is a sensible choice
becomes apparent when looking at Figure 8, which shows the
mass interior to a given spherical radius at about 200 ms after
bounce for representative models. The quantity M�12, 200 encom-
passes the majority of the total mass on the grid, located interior
to some tens of kilometers. We assume that a successful explo-
sion removes the remaining matter and that M�12, 200 is the final
neutron star mass. For simplicity, no further fallback accretion
or neutrino losses are considered. For the angular momentum in
equation (5), we choose J�12, 200, which is the total angular mo-
mentum of mass M�12, 200. We assume this angular momentum
and mass to be conserved during the contraction to a final radius
of 12 km. In addition, we compute the neutron star’s rotation
parameter �NS ¼ T /jW j and the ratio of the neutron star’s angu-
lar velocity to the Keplerian breakup velocity, defined by �K ¼

(GM /r3)1/2. For �, we estimate the gravitational potential en-
ergy according to the prescription given in Lattimer & Prakash
(2001):

jW j ’ Mc2 ; 0:6
GM=Rc2

1� 0:5(GM=Rc2)
: ð6Þ

We summarize our estimates in Table 4. Neutron stars with
� > 50% (viral theorem limit) or angular velocity greater than
the Keplerian breakup velocity cannot exist. For six of the
two-dimensional models listed in Table 4, our estimate leads to
a spin rate beyond breakup and to unphysically high values of
�. Since the angular momentum contained in one-dimensional
models is smaller than that in the :2Dmodels, only the two most
extreme :1D models reach such high � and �=�K. These mod-
els simply cannot form stable compact neutron stars, unless there
are one or multiple mechanisms that remove angular momen-
tum from the cooling neutron star. Otherwise, the neutron star
will cool but remain centrifugally hung up, with a disk of matter
at Keplerian velocity. Two-dimensional models with initial cen-
tral iron core spin period greater than �5 s may form stable
neutron stars below the Keplerian limit (s11A1000P4.69:2D,
s11A1000P10.47:2D, s11A1P10.47:2D, s11A1000P41.89:2D,
s11A1000P157.10:2D, and m15b6:2D). For the one-dimensional
models, this initial period cut is somewhat lower, allowing iron
cores with initial periods of down to �2 s to form stable neutron
stars. However, keep in mind that the one-dimensional descrip-
tion of rotation is only approximate and underestimates the angu-
lar momentum in the PNS (see x 5).
Only the overall slowest two-dimensional model

(s11A1000P157.10:2D) produces a neutron star with a period in
the ballpark of observed young pulsar periods (tens of millisec-
onds). Models s11A1000P41.89:2D and m15b6:2D yield neu-
tron stars with �7 ms periods. This number is in rough accord
with the periods derived by Heger et al. (2004) for progenitors
with similar initial rotation period and angular momentum distri-
bution. However, Heger et al. (2005) estimated a neutron star
period of 11 ms for their m15b6 progenitor (cf. m15b6:1D’s
PNS � 14 ms). Fryer & Warren (2004) estimated for E15A and
for an m15b6-like model neutron star periods of 0.91 and 17 ms,
respectively. However, we note that in their three-dimensional
simulations, the PNS appears to continuously lose angular mo-
mentum after bounce. These authors do not provide a conclusive
explanation for this phenomenon.
We have surveyed the parameter space of initial central iron

core periods from�1.5 to�160 s with one- and two-dimensional
supernova simulations. Across the board, our estimates of the final
neutron star spin periods, based on the two-dimensional simula-
tions that handle rotation in a consistent manner, are shorter than
those found in previous studies. A large fraction of the two-
dimensional models considered in this study produce cold, con-
tracted neutron stars beyond the breakup spin rate. Given that
observed young pulsar periods are between tens and hundreds of
milliseconds, we conclude that theremust be robust processes that
efficiently spin down a neutron star before it emerges as a pulsar or
that progenitor iron cores generically rotatemore slowly thanmany
of our progenitor models. We discuss in the following subsections
a number of physical processes that could carry away or redistrib-
ute a significant amount of the angular momentum of the nascent
neutron star.

6.1. Viscous Processes

In this paper, we have already considered a mechanism for
spin-down of PNSs: viscous angular momentum redistribution
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(by, e.g., the MRI).11 Because rotational energy scales with �2,
viscous heating scales with �3, and the viscous timescale is
proportional to ��1, the multiple effects of viscosity are most
noticeable in fast rotators (Thompson et al. 2005). However, even
for our rapidly rotating models (P0 P 4 s), our results (see x 4.1
and Tables 2, 4) indicate that viscous effects are not able to in-
crease the spin period by more than a factor of 2–3 on 100 ms–
1 s timescales. Although potentially interesting, these processes
are not sufficient to yield fully contracted 10–20ms neutron stars.
For slower initial iron core spin periods (P0 k 4 s), viscous ef-
fects quickly becomemuch less important on the timescales con-
sidered here.

6.2. Secular and Dynamical Rotational Instabilities

PNSs that spin with high enough � might undergo the low-
T /jW j instability (for T /jW jk 8%; Ott et al. 2005) or the clas-
sical secular and dynamical rotational instabilities at higherT /jW j.
These instabilities will put a lower limit on the neutron star spin of
�1 ms (set by the value of � at which the star regains stability,
which in turn depends on the degree of differential rotation and the
EOS) but cannot lead to a significant spin-down of the neutron
star.

6.3. r-Modes/Gravitational Wave Emission

Rossby-waves (r-modes) in rapidly rotating neutron stars are
driven unstable by the emission of gravitational radiation. Conse-
quently, stellar rotational energy is converted into both gravita-
tionalwaves and r-mode energy (Andersson 1998; Lindblom et al.
2001). The spin-down torque presented in Arras et al. (2003) is

M ’ (2 ; 1049 dyn cm)

�
�e

0:1

�
	12KHz; ð7Þ

where �e is the saturation amplitude of the r-mode in dimen-
sionless units and 	KHz is the neutron star spin frequency (1/P)
in units of kHz. With this, we estimate

Ṗ ¼ 1

2�

M
I

P2: ð8Þ

Because of the low saturation level, �e � 0:1 (Arras et al. 2003),
and the extreme spin-frequency dependence, r-modes can lead to
a factor-of-2 increase within a matter of days in the period of neu-
tron stars that spin close to breakup but will require millennia to
slow down moderately rotating neutron stars (Arras et al. 2003;
Heger et al. 2005).

6.4. Neutrino Emission

Neutrinos carry away �99% of the gravitational binding en-
ergy of a forming neutron star. Besides the possibility of a net

TABLE 4

Final Neutron Star Spin Estimates

Model Name

P0

(s)

M�12, 200

(M�)

J�12, 200
(1049 erg-s)

PNS

(ms)

�NS

(%) �NS/�K

s11A1000P2.34:2D ............................................. 2.34 1.17 1.522 0.48 50.65 1.37

s11A1000P4.69:2D ............................................. 4.69 1.25 0.992 0.85 15.16 0.75

s11A1000P10.47:2D ........................................... 10.47 1.28 0.443 1.82 3.25 0.35

s11A1000P41.89:2D ........................................... 41.89 1.29 0.113 7.19 0.21 0.09

s11A1000P157.10:2D ......................................... 157.10 1.29 0.030 27.10 0.02 0.02

s11A1P10.47:2D ............................................... 10.47 1.26 0.613 1.30 6.54 0.49

s15A1000P2.34:2D............................................. 2.34 1.18 1.550 0.48 51.25 1.38

s20A1000P2.34:2D............................................. 2.34 1.27 3.098 0.28 129.01 2.20

E15A:2D ............................................................. 1.50 1.27 2.724 0.29 126.05 2.17

E15A:2Ds............................................................ 1.50 1.33 2.553 0.33 96.01 1.89

E20A:2D ............................................................. 2.00 1.47 3.104 0.30 104.13 1.98

m15b6:2D ........................................................... 31.73 1.39 0.129 6.79 0.21 0.09

s11A1000P2.34:1D ............................................. 2.34 1.15 0.762 0.95 13.39 0.70

s11A1000P2.34:1Dv ........................................... 2.34 1.06 0.378 1.77 4.23 0.39

s11A1000P10.47:1D ........................................... 10.47 1.26 0.211 3.76 0.77 0.17

s11A1000P10.47:1Dv ......................................... 10.47 1.25 0.200 3.94 0.71 0.16

s11A1P10.47:1D ............................................... 10.47 1.23 0.295 2.63 1.63 0.25

s11A1P10.47:1Dv ............................................. 10.47 1.22 0.275 2.80 1.45 0.23

s15A1000P2.34:1D............................................. 2.34 1.19 0.790 0.95 12.96 0.69

s15A1000P2.34:1Dv........................................... 2.34 1.09 0.416 1.65 4.71 0.42

s20A1000P2.34:1D............................................. 2.34 1.41 1.622 0.55 32.35 1.10

s20A1000P2.34:1Dv........................................... 2.34 1.15 0.527 1.38 6.41 0.49

E15A:1D ............................................................. 1.5 1.21 1.271 0.60 31.86 1.09

E15A:1Dv ........................................................... 1.5 1.01 0.378 1.68 4.91 0.42

E20A:1D ............................................................. 2.00 1.49 1.465 0.64 22.24 0.92

E20A:1Dv ........................................................... 2.00 1.19 0.560 1.34 6.51 0.49

m15b6:1D ........................................................... 31.37 1.33 0.059 14.21 0.05 0.04

m15b6:1Dv ......................................................... 31.37 1.33 0.058 14.45 0.05 0.04

Notes.—Overview listing the key quantities for the cold neutron star spin estimates of x 6. Here P0 is the initial central rotation period,
M�12, 200 is the mass of all material with density � � 1012 g cm�3 at 200 ms after bounce, and J�12, 200 is the total angular momentum contained
in that material; PNS is the final neutron star spin estimate according to eq. (5); �NS is an estimate of the neutron star rotation parameter, and
�NS/�K is the ratio of the neutron star’s angular velocity to the Keplerian breakup velocity defined by (GM /r 3)1/2. Neutron stars with
�NS/�K k 1:0 or �k 50% cannot exist.

11 Other processes, such as the viscosity associated with convective turbu-
lence, may also operate on the shear energy stored in differential rotation
(Thompson et al. 2005).
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linear momentum flux, which could be responsible for the ob-
served neutron star birth kicks, neutrinos also carry away angular
momentum (Epstein 1978; Baumgarte & Shapiro 1998; Janka
2004). Assuming that the neutrinos are diffusing out of the neu-
trinosphere in all directions, Janka (2004) estimates that a max-
imum of�40% of the total angular momentum can be lost if the
axis ratio of the PNS is close to 1. Hence, this mechanism could—
in the most optimistic case—lead to a factor-of-2 spin-down for a
relatively slow PNS (P̄�12 k 10 ms).

6.5. Rotation-Powered Supernovae

The typical supernova explosionkinetic energy is near 1051 ergs.
The rotational energy stored in the PNSs in our models is easily
calculated using T ¼ (1/2)J�;12(2�/P̄�12). Model s20A1000P2.34:
2D has a rotational energy of �2 ; 1052 ergs. If only 10% of
this model’s rotational energy is converted into radial kinetic en-
ergy, this could power the entire supernova explosion, as sug-
gested in the ‘‘jet-driven’’ supernova mechanism (Akiyama et al.
2003; Akiyama & Wheeler 2005). In that picture, the PNS rep-
resents the flywheel that provides the rotational energy to drive
(magneto)hydrodynamic jets along the poles leading to a bipolar
supernova explosion. If 10% of the rotational energy is dumped
into the supernova, the PNS will spin down by not more than
�5%. If, however, 50% of the rotational energy is imparted to
the supernova, a spin-down by �30% results.

6.6. Magnetic PNS Winds

In the seconds after collapse and explosion, a thermal, non-
relativistic, neutrino-driven wind emerges from the PNS (Duncan
et al. 1986). If the PNS has a magnetar-strength (k1014–1015 G;
Duncan & Thompson 1992) large-scale surface magnetic field,
then thewindmaterial will be forced to corotate with the PNS. For
rapid rotation, the wind is magnetocentrifugally whipped off the
stellar surface, and the neutron star’s angular momentum and
rotational energy may be efficiently extracted (Thompson 2003;
Thompson et al. 2004). The spin period increases as Ṗ/P �
3(Ṁ /M )(RA/RNS)

2, where Ṁ is the mass loss rate and RA is the
Alfvén radius, where the kinetic energy density of the wind first
exceeds the magnetic energy density. If the wind carries away an-
gular momentum at a constant rate over a time t, then the relative
change in period is P/Pbirth � exp ( Ṗt/P). Assuming a 1.4 M�
PNS with a 2 ms period, a radius of 20 km, an Alfvén radius of
40 km, and a mass-loss rate of 10�3 M� s�1 (Thompson et al.
2004), together with a 10 s wind duration, we obtain�P/Pbirth on
the order of 10%.Although thismechanism does not spin the PNS
down significantly on a 10 s timescale, the nonrelativistic wind
carries on the order of 1051 ergs in kinetic energy.

As any PNS cools and contracts, the neutrino luminosity de-
creases and the mass-loss rate abates. As a consequence, for
fixed magnetic field strength, the wind becomes Poynting flux–
dominated and relativistic. For near-millisecond spin periods
and magnetar-strength fields, this transition happens just sec-
onds after the explosion commences (Thompson et al. 2004).

Assuming a dipolar field configuration—probably pessimistic,
considering the fact that pulsar braking indices are observed to be
less than 3 (and see Bucciantini et al. 2006)—the rotational energy
loss rate is Ė � B2R6�4/c3, so that the spin-down timescale is
just P/ Ṗ � 1:7 ; 104 s for a PNS with R ¼ 20 km, B ¼ 1014 G,
P ¼ 2 ms, and moment of inertia I ¼ 0:35MR2. For these pa-
rameters, essentially all of the rotational energy can be lost to the
relativistic wind in just tens of hours.

The two most obvious and fundamental problems with spin-
ning down a millisecond PNS rapidly with nonrelativistic or rel-

ativistic pulsar-like winds are that (1) normal neutron stars are
not expected to be born with large-scale magnetar-strength fields
and (2) if the PNS is efficiently spun down, the remnant should
bear the signature of the �1052 ergs of rotational energy depos-
ited within it. However, observations of generic young SNRs do
not show evidence of such energy deposition.

6.7. Fallback/Propeller Mechanism

After a successful explosion, there might be a phase during
which the neutron star accretes a considerable amount of ma-
terial that has failed to reach escape velocity in the shock-driven
expulsion of the stellar envelope. MacFadyen et al. (2001) es-
timate the late-time (�1000 s after explosion; Heger et al. 2005)
fallback accretion rate, based on the parameters of SN 1987A, to
be

Ṁ 	 2 ; 1026t�5=3
5 g s�1; ð9Þ

where t5 is the time in units of 105 s. If the then deleptonized but
possibly centrifugally hung up neutron star has a sufficiently
strong magnetic field, its Alfvén radius can be greater than the
radius at which the corotation angular velocity exceeds the
Keplerian orbital speed. The infalling material is halted by mag-
netic forces at the Alfvén radius, spun up to corotation, and,
if � > �K, expelled. The ejected matter carries away angu-
lar momentum and leads to a spin-down of the neutron star.
Heger et al. (2005), following the work of Alpar (2001; also
see Romanova et al. 2004 for recent numerical results), estimate
that this so-called propeller mechanism can very efficiently spin
down neutron stars with surface magnetic field strengths greater
than �2 ; 1013 G. Following Heger et al. (2005), we estimate
the integrated deceleration as

�� � 30:6

4=5
30 �

3=5
3 ; ð10Þ

where 
30 ¼ B12R
3
6, B12 is the surface field in units of 1012 G,

and R6 is the neutron star radius in units of 106 cm. Here �3

is the neutron star angular velocity in units of 103 rad s�1. For
a 2 ms period neutron star hung up with a 20 km radius and
a conservative value of the surface magnetic field strength of
1012 G, the integrated change in� is�320 rad s�1, correspond-
ing to a change in the period of only 0.23 ms. With 15 times the
magnetic field strength and all other parameters kept fixed, the
integrated change in�would amount to�2800 rad s�1, leaving
behind a neutron star with a period of�18 ms. Given these num-
bers, there is great potential for the propeller mechanism to lead to
a significant, order-of-magnitude spin-down of the neutron star.
However, it is not clear whether the propeller mechanismworks in
the way suggested in the literature. Furthermore, there is general
ignorance concerning the magnetic field strength and topology in
neutron stars. In addition, there may not be much, or any, fallback
for the majority of supernovae.

7. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have systematically investigated the mapping between
presupernova (rotational) structure and the spin periods and ro-
tational profiles of PNSs. For this, we have performed a large
set of rotating supernova core-collapse simulations in spherical
symmetry and axisymmetry, using Newtonian gravity. For spher-
ically symmetric runs, we have employed theBoltzmann radiation-
hydrodynamics code SESAME,which has recently been upgraded
to treat rotation in an approximateway. In addition, viscous dissipa-
tion and angular momentum redistribution have been included in
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a subset of our simulations. For models evolved in axisym-
metry, we have made use of the MGFLD diffusion variant of the
radiation-hydrodynamics code VULCAN/2D. For our simula-
tions, we have taken 11, 15, and 20 M� presupernova models
(s11, s15, and s20, respectively) from the stellar evolution study
of Woosley & Weaver (1995) and put them into rotation via a
rotation law that assumes constant angular velocity on either cy-
lindrical or spherical shells. In addition, we have performed sim-
ulations with the progenitor models E15A and E20A of Heger
et al. (2000) and m15b6 of Heger et al. (2005). These progenitor
models include a one-dimensional prescription for rotational evo-
lution. We have considered initial central iron core spin periods
between 1.25 and 157.1 s and only central periods that map to
angular velocities below the Keplerian breakup limit at all radii
in each model at all times during the numerical evolution. The
initial range of the rotation parameter � is set by a minimum of
7 ; 10�5% and a maximum of 0.88%.

In our one-dimensional simulations, we find a roughly linear
relationship between initial central iron core spin period and the
PNS spin. As an analysis tool, we define a moment-of-inertia–
weighted period (P̄�12) for all material with densities above
1012 g cm�3. In Figure 19, we plot P̄�12 as a function of initial cen-
tral spin period for a representative subset of our models. Each
one-dimensional model (:1D) is marked with a solid box in the
P0-P̄�12 plane. The boxes of our s11A1000:1D model series are
connected with solid lines to emphasize the P0 ! P̄�12 mapping.
The graph is roughly fitted by a linear function with a slope of
1.3 ms s�1. Only in the fastest models (initial periods shorter than
�2.5 s) do centrifugal effects lead to a noticeable deviation from
the displayed simple linear relationship. In considering the dis-
crete profiles, we identify a region of near–solid-body rotation
inside the nuclear density region of the PNS out to a radius of
�10 km, or �0.5–0.7 M� in mass coordinate. This is a conse-
quence of quasi-homologous collapse. Outside this region, PNSs
are strongly differentially rotating. In a typical fast model, the an-
gular velocity drops from �2500 rad s�1 at 20 km to a few hun-
dred rad s�1 at 100 km. The energy stored in differential rotation
can be efficiently tapped by viscous processes. We have consid-
ered the MRI as one such process and have included its action in
a subset of our one-dimensional models (the :1Dv models; see
x 2.1). As displayed in Figure 5, viscosity leads to a spin-down of
the central part of the PNS and enforces rigid rotation out to 50 km
and beyond. The viscous timescale is proportional to��1, and the
viscous heating rate scales with �3. Hence, the efficiency of vis-
cosity in reducing the rotational shear, inmoving angular momen-
tum out, and in spinning down the PNS is great only for rapidly
rotating models. In Figure 19, open rhombi symbolize the mod-
els that include viscous angular momentum redistribution. Those
rhombi corresponding to models of the s11A1000:1D series are
connected with dashed lines. Comparing the two plots in Fig-
ure 19, we note that the inclusion of viscosity leads to slower P̄�12

for all models. The relative spin-down is greatest for models with
a less than�3 ms period, but no model is slowed by more than a
factor of 2 in P̄�12. Models with long initial periods are slowed by
only a few to 10 percent.

We have compared the one-dimensional models with our two-
dimensional, axisymmetric simulations that handle rotation con-
sistently. We find that the one-dimensional approach correctly
reproduces the overall phenomenology of the mapping between
initial model and rotational profile to postbounce PNS spin. How-
ever, we identify nonnegligible qualitative and quantitative dif-
ferences when comparing individual models evolved in one and
two dimensions. In fast two-dimensional models, convective mo-
tions are confined to small cylindrical radii. Hence, equatorial ro-

tational profiles of fast two-dimensional models exhibit less sub-
structure and are closer to their one-dimensional counterparts than
slowermodels, in which convection ismore vigorous out to larger
radii. For slow to moderate initial spin rate, the two-dimensional
simulation results also yield a mapping of P0 ! P̄�12 that is
roughly linear for large P0 and deviates from linearity at lower
values of P0; the correct treatment of centrifugal effects results in
less compact and more oblate PNSs.

In comparing our two-dimensional radiation-hydrodynamics,
MGFLD models with purely hydrodynamic results, we find that
the large-scale, coherent, and repeated expansion-collapse-bounce
cycles observed in purely hydrodynamic calculations are critically
damped in simulations that include neutrino radiative transfer and
microphysics. This is an important finding because of its im-
plication for the gravitational wave signature of rotating stellar
core collapse and bounce. Contrary to current belief (Zwerger &
Müller 1997; Dimmelmeier et al. 2002; Kotake et al. 2003; Ott
et al. 2004), the collapse and bounce of even fast rotators ( like
E15A with P0 ¼ 1:5 s and an initial � of 0.42%) will not yield
gravitational waves of large amplitude and energy emission. As
with slowly rotating models, the greatest part of the gravitational
wave emission will come from postbounce large-scale convective
motions in the postshock region and in the PNS (Ott et al. 2004)
and, possibly, from anisotropic neutrino emission (Burrows &
Hayes 1996; Müller et al. 2004).

Fig. 19.—Mapping from the initial central iron core spin period to the mean
PNS period at�450ms after bounce for the one-dimensional and�200ms after
bounce for the two-dimensional models. We choose these times for consistency
among models from each model set. Most two-dimensional models are evolved
beyond�200 ms after bounce, while most one-dimensional models are evolved
beyond �450 ms after bounce (see Tables 2, 3). On the abscissa, we plot the
initial central period in seconds, and on the ordinate we plot the moment-of-
inertia–weighted mean period of the PNS. Models evolved with radiation hy-
drodynamics in spherical symmetry are marked by filled boxes. Spherically
symmetric models that include viscosity are marked by open rhombi. Open stars
symbolize axisymmetric models. In addition, the model icons are color-coded
according to their progenitor type. The s11 models are represented by red, s15
models by green, and s20 models by blue. Models from the recent studies of
Heger et al. (2000, 2005) are marked black. For the models considered in this
study, rotational effects are not dominant, and the mapping between initial and
final rotation periods is approximately linear.
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At the end of our two-dimensional simulations (on average,
240ms after core bounce), we findmean PNS periods in the range
from 4.7 to 140 ms. The final P̄�12 depends mainly on the inner
precollapse iron core spin period. Differences in progenitor mass,
structure, and rotation law lead to only first-order corrections in
P̄�12. However, differences in progenitor mass and structure have
a strong effect on other observables; the more massive a progen-
itor, the greater are its final PNS mass, angular momentum, and
rotation parameter �. The maximum values of � range between
5 ; 10�2% and 12.9% in our two-dimensional simulations. At
postbounce times, � increases roughly linearly as the PNS simul-
taneously accretes more material and becomes more compact.
During its cooling and deleptonization phase, a PNS with a birth
period of less than �5 ms will surpass the � threshold values for
classical secular and dynamical rotational instability (�14% and
�27%, respectively). It is, however, possible that they experience
a low-T /jW j instability even earlier (Ott et al. 2005).

To compare with previous, thoughmore approximate, studies,
we have taken the PNS configurations of our simulations at
200 ms after core bounce and extrapolated the spin periods and
�s to final, deleptonized, and cold states. For the same (or very
similar) initial conditions, our models yield shorter neutron star
periods than previous studies (Heger et al. 2000, 2004, 2005;
Fryer & Heger 2000). Any model with an initial iron core period
of less than �10 s leads to a neutron star with a submillisecond
period, spinning with surface velocities close to breakup. Since
young pulsars enter the P-Ṗ diagram at periods of many tens to
hundreds of milliseconds (Kaspi & Helfand 2002), we have sur-
veyed a number of possible spin-down mechanisms that could
transform a young millisecond-period neutron star into one with
a period in agreement with observations. These include viscous
angular momentum redistribution by theMRI or another viscous
process, rotational hydrodynamic instabilities, r-modes, neutrino
angular momentum transport, rotation-powered explosions, early
magnetic-dipole (pulsar) emission, neutrino-drivenmagnetic winds,
and the propeller mechanism. We find that none of the processes
considered is robust enough to spin down a millisecond PNS to a
tens-of-milliseconds pulsar. The most promising is the propeller
mechanism that removes angular momentum from the neutron
star by expelling fallback material at the Alfvén radius while
not requiring magnetic field strengths in excess of several times
1012 G to a few times 1013 G. However, there remain many open
questions concerning the physical details involved, and whether
fallback is even generic has not been resolved.

Hence, we conclude that, if a pulsar were born rapidly rotat-
ing, nonaxisymmetric rotational hydrodynamic instabilities and
other proposed mechanisms of spin-down may not be adequate
to cause the requisite spin-down from rapid to observed rates. In
addition, it is clear that spin-down mechanisms that employ
magnetic fields would also transfer a rapidly rotating PNS’s ki-
netic energy to the envelope debris, in contrast with the observa-
tional estimates of generic supernova and SNR energies (x 6.6).
Therefore, on the basis of our theoretical calculations of themap-
ping between initial and final spins, likely spin-downmechanisms,
and the observational constraints from pulsars and supernova en-
ergetics, we conclude that the progenitor spin rates of the cores of
the massive stars that give birth to observed neutron stars and pul-
sars are low, with corresponding periods on average greater than
�50 s. The associated average neutron star would thereby be born
with a period no less than�10ms andwith �P 2%.However, the
final neutron star spin is a function of the progenitor mass. Some
very massive progenitors might lead to very fast and massive
neutron stars thatmight evolve to collapsars and rotation-powered
GRBs.

Figure 20 shows equatorial specific angular momentum pro-
files at 200ms after core bounce for a representative subset of our
models evolved in axisymmetry with VULCAN/2D. Note that
models of similar initial central iron core P0 yield very similar
specific angular velocity profiles, despite differences in progen-
itor structure. Model s11A1P10.47:2D, which is initially set up
in solid-body rotation, yields outside some tens of kilometers
specific angular momenta as high as those found in differentially
rotating models with up to 5 times shorter initial central periods.
Given the estimates of Heger & Woosley (2003), the specific
angular momenta of our models with initial central periods of
less than�10 s are sufficient to rotationally support an accretion
disk around a Kerr black hole.
Finally, we point out that even though this study has advanced

our knowledge concerning the birth spin periods and rotational
profiles of neutron stars and their dependence on initial iron core
spin and structure, many important questions remain unanswered.
We have followed the PNSs for only a few hundred milliseconds
after formation. We have not tracked the supernova explosion
through the stellar envelope and subsequent fallback accretion.
We have not included general relativistic effects or magnetohy-
drodynamics. Fully consistent, three-dimensional, radiation-
magnetohydrodynamics simulations in general relativity will be
required to reveal in detail the evolution from a very young PNS to
the final rotating pulsar (or black hole).
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Fig. 20.—Equatorial specific angular momentum ( j) profiles at 200 ms after
core bounce, plotted for a representative set of models evolved in axisymmetry
with VULCAN/2D. Drawn in solid lines are plots of models evolved with
MGFLD, and dashed lines represent models that are evolved purely hydrody-
namically and undergo prompt explosions. At 200 ms after bounce, the PNS is
already relatively compact, and most of the mass on the grid is located interior to
�50 km (Fig. 8). Models that make use of the E15A, E20A (Heger et al. 2000),
and m15b6 (Heger et al. 2005) presupernova models show drops in their j
profiles at large radii that correspond to the discontinuities in their precollapse
rotational profiles (Fig. 1).
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